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VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 - 12 TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telepbooe:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDIC l~(jF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
HECTOR C. ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR EXPERT DR. DANIEL 
REISBERG, PhD 
COMES NOW, VAN G. BISHOP, of the LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP, Attorney of 
record for the above-named Defendant and hereby moves the above-entitled Court for an Order Approving 
Fees for the Court Appointed Expert, DR. DANIEL REISBERG, PhD, PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGY, in 
the amount of$ 5,721.19 for Defense of the above- named Defendant on the grounds and for the reason as 
outlined in the attached Invoice submitted and attached hereto . 
.s+d-
DATED thi~ day of February 2008. 
L 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC / ALMARAZ 
1001 
rSYCHOLOGY 
DEPARTMENT 
.\20.:'1 South(,ast 
Wooostctck lklulcvard 
Pouland, Oregon 
97202·K199 
.\031771-J 112 
fax 
503/777· 7785 
) 
REED COLLEGE 
Summary of services 
Provided by: Daniel Reisberg, Ph.D. 
Professor, Department of Psyeho~ogy 
Reed College 
Portland, OR 97202 
Social security #:  
For: N aney L. Callahan 
Attorney at Law 
101 Canal Street 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
re: State v. Almaraz 
Date: 9 February 2008 
Summary of services and expenses 
Expenses for testimony at Motions hearing (2/6I08 and !m108) 
Airfare (Portland-Boise, round-trip) . 
Initial cost 
Extra cost when court schedule required changl! in travel plans 
Rental car (Boise airport to courthouse) . 
Lodging at Shilo Inn, Nampa (two nights, $79.02 + $102.02) 
Parking at Portland airport while I was away 
Total expenses 
Meeting in Portland to review evidence, consult, discusS testimony 
(1126/08, ) I am - 3 pm; total off OUT hours) @ $2~ 
Review of evidence and of notes in preparation for testilnony 
(213/08,2.4 hours) @ $200 ! 
Hours for motions hearing 
. Travel time (3.5 hours in transit each way, so 7.0 liours 
for the round/trip) @ $50 . 
Consultation + courthouse time (7 pm - 9 pm, 2/5~ 7:30 am - 5:30 pm 216; 
7:30 am - 12 pm 2n; total of /6.5 hours) @ $2~ 
Total hours 
Total cbarge for expenses and hours 
/oo~ 
$250.00 
$115.00 
$182.15 
$181.04 
$63.00 
$791.19 
$800.00 
$480.00 
$350.00 
$3,300.00 
$4,930.80 
$5,721.19 
VAN G. BISHOP 
---=--=---·FILE.D 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 - 12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
By 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR C. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------------) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES 
FOR DR. DANIEL REISBERG PhD 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in 
the amount of $ 5,721.19 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to 
DR. DANIEL REISBERG PhD, Professor, Department of Psychology, Reed College, 
Portland, OR 97202. 
DATED this ___ day of February 2008. FEB 262008 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC ANALYTICAL 
/ ALMARAZ 
1003 
. CUlET 
L 
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 - 12 TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
THIRD JUDICIAL DlSTH1CT COURT i 
1) ~ . 1.,1 
. ayeHe C ')UlIfv . 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
F;200;-! I 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
HECTOR C. ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC 
ANALYTICAL 
COMES NOW, VAN G. BISHOP, of the LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP, Attorney of 
record for the above-named Defendant and hereby moves the above-entitled Court for an Order Approving 
Fees for the Court Appointed Expert, FORENSIC ANALYTICAL, in the amount of $ 4,250.00 for 
Defense of the above- named Defendant on the grounds and for the reason as outlined in the attached 
Invoice submitted and attached hereto. 
October 2007 ......................................................... $ 2,250.00 
November 2007 ....................................................... $ 1,500.00 
January 2008 ........................................................... $ 500.00 
~G .........•................•............... $ 4,250.00 
DA TED this ~ day of December 2002> 
rney for DefendV 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC / ALMARAZ 
1001 
i 
To: 
Forensic Analytical 
3777 Depot Road, Suite 403 
Hayward, CA 94545 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
ATTN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
Date Transaction 
20070123-
10/2S12007 INV #41773. Due I J!24/2007. Orig. Amount $2,2S0.00. 
11129/2007 INV #4187S. Due 12/29/2007. Orig. Amount $1 ,SOO.OO. 
0112S12008 INV #42144. Due 02/24/2008. Orig. Amount $SOO.OO. 
Statement 
Date 
J!29/2008 
Amount Due Amount Ene. 
--' --
$4,2S0.00 
Amount Balance 
2,2S0.00 2,2S0.00 
I,SOO.OO 3,7S0.00 
SOO.OO 4,2S0.00 
CURRENT 1-30 DAYS PAST 31-60 DAYS PAST 61-90 DAYS PAST OVER 90 DAYS Amount Due DUE DUE DUE PAST DUE 
SOO.OO 0.00 I,SOO.OO 2,2S0.00 0.00 $4,2S0.00 
)006 
Forensic Analytical 
3777 Depot Road, Suite 403 
Hayward, CA 94545 
Ph: (510) 266-8100 
Send Payments To: 
Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc. 
PO Box 49137 
San Jose, CA 95161-9137 
Federal Tax ID# 20-5804934 
For questions email eperrill@forensica.comorcall Earline at 510-266-8106 
Bill To 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
A TfN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
Terms 
Net 30 
Customer Number 
/2311 
Client Case 10 
CR-2006-1324 
Report To: 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
ATTN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
Job 10 
20070123 
Invoice 
," 
Date " Invoice # 
10/25/2007 41773 
Job Name 
ID v Hector Almarez 
Date Reference/Report Description Quantity Rate(per hour or per Unit Extended Price 
10/23/2007 7090 Evidence Examination-Criminalist-JJ 5 250.00 1,250.00 
10/24/2007 7090 Evidence Examination-Criminalist-JJ 4 250.00 1,000.00 
Please reference your invoice number on your payment. Thank You 
Total $2,250.00 
Please send payment to Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc PO Box 49137, San Jose, CA 95161-9137 
Past due balances are subject to late charges of up to 1.5% per month 
I()O/o 
Forensic Analytical 
3777 Depot Road, Suite 403 
Hayward, CA 94545 
Ph: (510) 266-8100 
Send Payments To: 
Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc. 
PO Box 49137 
San Jose, CA 95161-9137 
Federal Tax ID# 20-5804934 
For questions email eperrill@forensica.com or call Earline at S1 0-266-81 06 
Bill To 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
A1TN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
Terms 
Net 30 
Customer Number 
12311 
Client Case ID 
CR-2006-1324 
Report To: 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
A1I'N:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
Job ID 
20070123 
Invoice 
pate Invoice # 
11/29/2007 41875 
Job Name 
",. 
1D v Hector Almarez 
Date Reference/Report Description Quantity Rate(per hour or per Unit :I;Xten~ed .Price 
11/8/2007 7030 Consultation-Criminalist-ES 2 250.00 500.00 
11/27/2007 7020 Case Review-CriminaIist-lMSW 4 250.00 1,000.00 
Please reference your invoice number on your payment. Thank You 
Total $1,500.00 
Please send payment to Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc PO Box 49137, San Jose, CA 95161-9137 
Past due balances are subject to late charges of up to 1.5% per month 
/ (){)7 
Forensic Analytical 
3777 Depot Road, Suite 403 
Hayward, CA 94545 
Ph: (510) 266-8100 
Send Payments To: 
Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc. 
PO Box 49137 
San Jose, CA 95161-9137 
Federal Tax ID# 20-5804934 
For questions email eperrill@forensica.com or call Earline at 510-266-8106 
BmTo 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
A TrN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
Terms 
Net 30 
Customer Number 
12311 
Client Case JD 
CR-2006-1324 
Report To: 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
ATIN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
Job ID 
20070123 
Invoice 
Date Invoice # 
112512008 42144 
Job Name 
ID v Hector Almarez 
Date Reference/Report Description Quantity Rate(per hour or per Unit Extended Price 
. 
1/25/2008 7030 Consultation-Criminal ist -JMSW 2 250.00 
Please reference your invoice number on your payment. Thank You 
Total 
..... 
Please send payment to Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc PO Box 49137, San Jose, CA 95161-9137 
Past due balances are subject / I;) Oages of up to 1.5% per month 
500.00 
$500.00 
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 - 12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant By -----hl5>-"7-~~ -_~~-»~~-_>-_~' D:?-=~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR C. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
-------------------------) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR FORENSIC ANALYTICAL 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in 
the amount of $ 4,250.00 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to 
FORENSIC ANALYTICAL, 3777 Depot Road, Suite 403, Hayward, CA 94545. 
DATED this ___ day of February 20~. FEB 2 () 2008 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC ANALYTICAL 
/ ALMARAZ 
/ {)fJ1 
VAN G. BISHOP THIRD JUl)lC;lM, DISTRICT COURT 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 _12TH Avenne Rd. Ste. B 
Payette County, Idaho . 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE TIllRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
HECTOR C. ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR EXPERT DEAN MUCHOW 
GUNN INVESTIGATIONS 
__ ~\--_P.M. 
COMES NOW, VAN G. BISHOP, of the LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP, Attorney of 
record for the above-named Defendant and hereby moves the above-entitled Court for an Order Approving 
Fees for the Court Appointed Expert, DEAN MUCHOW - GUNN INVESTIGATIONS, in the amount of 
$ 5,795.31 for Defense of the above- named Defendant on the grounds and for the reason as outlined in 
the attached Invoice submitted and attached hereto. 
JANUARY 2008 
FEES ........................................................ $2,750.00 
MILAGE ..................................................... 612.00 
COSTS ....................................................... 77.00 
TOTAL-JANUARy ................... $ 3,439.00 
FEBRUARY 2008 
FEES ............ '" ...... '" .............................. $1,840.00 
COSTS ..................................................... 516.31 
TOTAL FEBRUARY ................ $ 2,356.31 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC I ALMARAZ 
10lD 
TOTAL BILLING ............................................................ $ 5,795.31 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC / ALMARAZ 
IDI/ 
GUNN INVESTIGATIONS 
01-16/17-08 
INVOICE 
P.O.B.5653, Central Point, OR, 97502 
1-541-910-4806 
Mileage from Central Point to Emmett (round trip) 
Mileage from Boise to Emmett (Jan. 17,18,19,20) 
Quality Inn Motel, Jan 16th, the Dalles, OR, $77.00 
-----Hours during drive-time, round-trip, 22 hours @ $20 per hour $440.00 
Hours: 
01-17-08 3 
01-18-08 8.5 
01-19-08 8 
01-20-08 6 
01-22-08 1.5 
01-28-08 1.5 
01-29/30th-08 10 Total hours: $2,310.00 
Thanks; 
Dean 
/0 I;).. 
02/21/2008 17:07 2083651646 CALLAHAN LA 
FEB-20-201218 10:32P FROM: 
GUNN INVESTIGATIONS /NYOICE 
PoD.A S6SJ, ~.tr.' PolitI, OR, 91S0l 
1·541-910-4'06 
February, 21st. 2008 
Hector Almaraz Case Invoice: 
To: Nancy Callahan Law Offices 
101 Canal St., Emmett • Idaho 
EXPENSES; 
Travel: 
L AirFare: 
2. Rental Vehicle: 
3. Meals:. 
4. Parking at PDX 
$"'8 TOTAL 
Services: 
$178 
$265.74 
$48.57 
$24.00 
$5J6.31 
02-05-08: Conference 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. $240 
02-06-08: Conference 6 a.m. to 8 am. $120 
02-06-08: Court 9 am. to 6 p.m. $540 
02-06-08: Conference 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. S180 
02-07-08: Conference 6:30 a.m. to 8 a.m. S90 
02-07-08: Court 9 a. .... to 5:30p.m. SSIO 
Other: Travel Time: Portland to Nampa 8 hrs. SJ 60 (@ $20 per hour, four hours each 
way) 
SubTotal: 7i~~"b ( I TOTAL: $2266.31 
Thanks; 
/ Of'!) 
P.l 
02/21/2008 17: 07 2tl83b81b4b 
SHILO INN SliITES . NAMPA 
1401 SHtLO ORIVF 
NAMPA. 10 a3~a7 
208· 1.£")- 3.?':'i0 
DEAN CLAVTON I!IUCHOW 
4e0 6TH AVF. 
ROOMtt 
AFiRIVRl DRTFz 
DEf'IImTURE DATI:: 
.. Of r'EOPLF: 
GOLD Hll.L, OR 97525 
02/05/08 102 ROOM CHAUU£ 
02/05/08 10Z ROOM T~X 
02/0&/08 102 SHILO WATER 
02/0f./08 102 SALE~G TAX 
0e/0fd08 10e ROOM CHARGE 
02/06/08 102 ROOM TAX 
0~/07/0e li.J? VISA CARD 
FOLIO It .122550 
2'd 9179t£9£802t :01 026e!£99 
RATr; 
nEPOStT; 
tID2 
0~/1ll5,10a 
02/07/08 
1 
89.95 
9Y.'::l5 
8.00 
3.210 
.18 
89.95 
7 •• :-0 
':;'08. ~8-
.00 
:Wm!::l d2£ : en: 8002-(32-83.::J 
FE8-2I!1-2008 l0:33P FROM: 
.. 
AIR ".. 
e836 HE and 
Perl 1 and Or 81220 
Fee tOIIIP' tar tIut!It*": 
Cash 1.-: 
Tr8ftSlCt.a~ ~: 
Entered: 
EMltedl 
T Ic:ket I 18790 
Rate: 
fllriti til fee: 
s.nlor 
fajItatll: 
Tatall": 
Cdh: 
0IItf\98 
2 
r:;aeY\.. (0 .3 
68 
02l05/rJi '1 :30 
02/07/rJI 21:46 
DI.,anur It 
~.1 
f/Z1.00 
-t3.00 
_.00 
.... ao 
•. 00 
tt.OO 
6650920 
/015 
P.l 
Ia.s.u.PMT • J..tJHCH .OJNNIll 
ElIlli!rs N •• 
Wl Shilo Dr. 
_a. 10 83681 
(208) 466-7945 
www.elaera-restaurants.com 
Date: fabOS'OO 05:00PM 
Card Tyjle: Y1saIMC 
Acct .: XXXXnmXXX5li19 
Exp Date: XX/ItX 
Auth CoJ.:; 04595& 
CheL". iriS 
Table: 13/1 
S\!I'~el: l08S RI(;hqrd 
SLbtatal: 17.25 
Sitiiture----.-----
CUSTOMER COpy 
I .gr~ to PlV above total 
d,,;cofdlng to IY card issuer 
aoreuonl. J 
• ~Q 10:33P FROM: FE8-20-~ 
.. 
1JU!A. (PAST • LUNCK t DlmIBIl 
-- lf~r~gt 
~;';71145 
... .• lIl9rs-r lIurant$"COl 
OIte: F 08 09; laPM 
X:~ 1 tp8: ~~mxxsm9 
b"~~: ~~ Q\8CI(: 2912 
Tlble: LlI1 
Server; 1051 sandra 
Subtota 29 • 32 
lfp:_-_____ _ 
Totl1: _________ _ 
Sianatun 
CUST' 'fER COpy I agr~ t) Y abtwa tota 1 
accordlrJg IV card lSluer 
Igfee!l8l'lt 
• 
" 
.... tlt S)IIte __ IIII\~ 
flftlUHD WEST. D« 
HeITZ SYSTfN LfCfN.tE 
(ltI»)l3-31. 
IEmu t!COIID: t· I '9.l4Z-~ 
(I' 
UNTIO: H,rtr $)<st ... , .. ~. Bois, 
I£HfALI 6VeSl'ze81 15,11 
1!lUIH: e,zAa'.nec&4 19:1I1 
¥lHleu: 151514-1 
p.2 
.'-TOY",.. :'It:HNA tI.,-7IIASS.Whiu 
MILtS 1M: lIZ" Jllr, t60"~ 
MIUS OIlvtlll: 2'fr • 
9t.JN IN/OIIT: aoeuc. wotII. 
(1.1: q 
• bAYS '1 ~ -)9 !1.9i' 
(ON. "f Ilcovrav 
VIM LIe '£E 
ADDnrGM QfARGU (II) 
11 t._ON Ut I 
-lIOIi'"lIlS TQ 'IT 'lllf£Nt:l 
"'0 UII YOIJI I fll8ACIC 
.' '1," 
'2."1 
Z.18 
3 •• 
\$.16 
1 •. 7. 
t •. 71 
1) Cot 1 1· .... '15- ~ '1.:8, or 
Visit _.hllrtl • ''IIoy, c'. 
J) Tob Ir',ef 4 q..·.tlOIl ..... v.-y 
/Olb 
I 
FE8-21;;}-200: 10:33P FROM: 
.'©K$@~ 
TRAVEl A6ENCY, INC. 
2833 BUIori 'loIII:f • MedfoIrJ. CJragon 97504 
1541) 17IHiS2.5 01 80&-543-4189 • Fax (541) 771-4037 
6650920 
fU!QUlAE GQVlANMfHT ~D "'""'TO 11:1 '" 
AFTIiA HOURS S£RV1CE UN£ IOOGNUIlt III.T 
"UCHOW/D~AN 
~AN 24 200a J~N8GO 
P.3 
Travel 
Semces 
Represcnflrtve 
AGT--L8 230124262 
::::;:::e:::#Cfl:II::.:III:r:laC::CII12e:I.':IIJ::IC':==1111:11111::&:"::' 
*VIEW 'OUR nINERAf~V ONLINE AT WWW • .JACKSON1·tlAVEL.COI..I 
YOUR ~ESERVA r £ON NUMBER J Sf ..JSN9GO 
o~. rc 1 os ... TUESDAY 
ALAS {A 2325 COACH CLASS 
LV: )ORTLAND ORE 1235P 
AR= ~OI£E 200P 
OPEI'MTED BV"HORIZON AIR 
0"1 r:E. ~OE) - TIfURSDAV 
ALAOI!A 2~6 speCIAL CL 
H.lU1P-DII4 
NONSTOP 
ELAPf.'CD TIME--
SEAT- ElE 
EQUII"'-DH4 
MILES-
1I1!:S 
344 
LV: l'OIse: B30P NONsrop t1ILES- 344 
ARt POkTL.ANDCJRE ~5f' 
OPERllrED BV-'HOfUZON AIR 
EL.APSED TIMC- lr2~ 
SEAr-tOE' 
Ir CAr ICE.LING-f'fUST 00 SO I:£F'ONL.: SCtlEDULIlD FLIGHT 
S~RVII~ Fee NU"BER:al~675403 
TIera:' NUt1Bcrus= 
MUCHI 'WI LEAN 
AlITRANSI'OHTAT rON 
7159566002 
ELECTRONIC 
CAl't[1 
129.30 TAX 30.70 TTL 
SERVICE FEE 
SUB TOTAL 
CREDl r CARD PAVI'£NT 
At10ll'llT OliE 
/01'7 
CONFIRMED 
CONFIRKED 
160 .. 00 
160.00 
le.oo 
278.00 
178.00-
0.00 
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 _12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone: (208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR C. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
--------------------~) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES 
FOR GUNN INVESTIGATIONS 
DEAN MUCHOW 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in 
the amount of $ 5,795.31 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to 
GUNN INVESTIGATIONS, P.O.B. 5653, Central Point, OR 97502. 
DATED this ___ day of February 2008. 
b 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC ANALYTICAL 
/ ALMARAZ /011 
1 
2 Jessie H. Garcia 
381 W. Idaho 
3 Ontario, OR 97914 
(541) 889-2351/ (541) 212-9290 
4 FAX (541) 889-6672 
5 
6 
7 
8 
FILED 
TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payette County, Idaho 
9 
10 
11 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD mDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
12 II STATE OF IDAHO, 
13 
14 vs. 
15 HECTOR B. ALMARAZ 
16 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
17 
--------------------------) 
18 STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
1 9 County of Canyon ) 
20 
Case Number CR-2006-1324 
AFFIDA vrT OF 
JESSIE H. GARCIA 
21 Your affiant, Jessie H. Garcia, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
22 follows: 
23 
1. That your affiant has personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein 
24 
25 2. The affiant was appointed as Investigator for the defense on August 18, 2006. 
26 
Page 1 of2 AFFIDAVIT OF JESSIE H. GARCIA /011 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
3. Attached hereto is a true and correct billing setting forth the hours spent on 
the investigation for the defense of Hector B. Almaraz for November 1, 2007 
through January 31, 2008. All hours are billed at the approved rate of Sixty 
dollars ($60.00) per hour. 
Wherefore, Your affiant respectfully requests that the Order for Payment of 
Investigator Fees submitted herewith be granted. 
DATED this L I day of February, 2008. (] 
Je s e H. Garcia 
ant and Investigator 
SUBSCRIBED A 
v-fit day of February, 2008. 
Cl 
xpires:S- '?Y-j(c://! 
/ ():J. () 
Page 2 of 2 AFFIDAVIT OF JESSIE H. GARCIA 
JESSIE H GARCIA 
INVESTIGATIONS AND BILINGUAL SERVICES 
381 W Idaho Ontario, OR 97914 
(541)889-2351 Fax (541)889-6672 
ACTIVITY LOG 
st. of Idaho vs Hector Almaraz 
Payette County Case No. CR2006-1324 
DATE ACTIVITY 
1111/07 Interview of witness/Ontario 
11/3/07 Team meeting 
1116/07 Meeting with Client 
11115/07 Review transcripts/discovery 
11/16/07 Interview witnesslMalheur Co. Jail 
11/17/07 Track/interview Witness Vaie,OR 
11/18/07 Team Meeting 
11119/07 Interview witness/Ontario, OR 
11/20/07 Review reports/audio to CD 
Meeting w/attny 
11123/07 Review video /notes/discovery 
11/26/07 Meeting w/attny / 
Canyon Co. Revew files 
11/27/07 Review Landin reports/ 
TC's to attny's 
11129/07 Pick up discovery from attny 
Review 
ID:;./ 
HRS. MILES 
1.5 
4 62 
2.5 
2.5 
3.5 36 
3 42 
4.5 62 
1.5 
2.5 
2 
3 83 
1.5 
2 62 
12/3/07 Meeting wN Bishop I review recordings 3.5 80 
12/4/07 Meeting wi V. Bishop review case info 4.5 80 
12/5/07 Payette Co. - research maps .8 
12/15/07 Team Meeting 4.5 62 
113/08 Tic's Irevisit wlwitnesses .8 
1/4/08 TIC witness I cop interview .3 
115108 TIC witness re: cop contact .3 
1110108 Revisit wlwitness new contact info 
Witness interview Malheur Co. 3 36 
1114/08 Interview witness I Ontario 2 
1117108 Meeting attny 
Meeting 5.5 62 
1120/08 Review all possible witnesses linfolvideo 2.5 
1121/08 Meeting wi V Bishop I witness-case info 5 84 
1/25/08 Meeting w/client I interview recordings 1.5 
1111107 to 1131108 SUBTOTALS 68.2 751 
X60.00 X.375 
$4092.00 $281.62 
1 
VAN G. BISHOP 
2 LA W gjiFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203-12 Avenue Rd. Ste B 
3 Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone: (208) 465-5411 
4 Facsimile: (208) 465-5882 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for the Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
11 STATE OF IDAHO, 
12 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case Number CR-2006-1324 
13 vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR INVESTIGATOR 
14 HECTORB. ALMARAZ 
15 ) 
Defendant. ) 
16 
---------------------------) 
17 
18 COMES NOW, VAN G. BISHOP, of the LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP Attorney 
19 
of record for the above named Defendant and hereby moves the above entitled Court for an Order 
20 
Approving Fees for the Court Appointed Investigator, Jessie H. Garcia, in the amount of$4373.62 
21 
22 
for Defense of the above-named Defendant on the grounds and the reason as outlined in the 
23 attached "ACTIVITY LOG" and the "AFFIDA VIT" of Jessie H. Garcia, submitted 
24 contemporaneously herewith. 
25 
~ 
DATED this d? day of February, 2008 
26 
1 VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW 9KFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
2 203-12 Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
3 Telephone: (208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465 5881 
4 ISBN 2740 
5 Attorney for Defendant 
6 
7 
--F-'-I-:'r,"E D' ~---------- --
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payette Cc-::::~\.!.daho 
FEB 2 a 2008;;t I 
A.M. p.M. \ 
-----s= N_ ~~~!. 
8 
9 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PA YETTE 
10 
11 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
12 ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
13 ) 
vs. ) 
14 ) 
HECTOR ALMARAZ ) 
15 ) 
) 
16 Defendant. ) 
-------------) 
17 
18 
Case Number CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR INVESTIGATOR 
IT IS HEERBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in the 
19 
20 
amount of$ 4373.62 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to JESSIE H. 
21 GARCIA INVESTIGATIONS, 381 W. Idaho Ontario, OR 97914. 
22 DATED this FEB 262008 
--
23 
24 
25 
26 
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 _12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
-~-,--'"~-- ... 
l~ if 1;- 'i-'-; 1'--' 
rll.JtU 
THIRD JUDlCIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payette County, Idaho [ F~~;~;08 
_~:-I-__ PM. 
, ISBN 2740 -T----;;;"""---+--_~-.-, Deputy I 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
Defendant. ) 
--------------------------) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR COURT APPOINTED 
ATTORNEY 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in 
the amount of $ 14,489.25 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to 
VAN G. BISHOP, Attorney at Law, 203 - 1ih Avenue Road Ste. B. Nampa, ID 83686. 
DATED this ___ day of February 2008. FEB 262008 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR COUNSEL / ALMARAZ 
10:;5 
Nancy L. Callahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
101 Canal Street, 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
ORDER FOR PAYMENT 
OF ATTORNEY FEES 
BASED UPON the Affidavit submitted herewith, and GOOD CAUSE 
APPEARING THEREFORE, it is hereby ORDERED that the Payette County Clerk shall 
pay to the Law Offices of Nancy L. Callahan, the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Eight 
Hundred Seventy Six Dollars and Ninety-Six Cents{$~;96). 
- c., rqO 
DATED this day of February 2008. -- q r. fCt 
qz Gt(l<70 
ORIGINAL 
ORDER FOR PAYMENT OF ATTORNEY FEES - PAGE 1 
/(J~ 
Nancy L. Callahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
101 Canal Street, 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
MAR 03 2008 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
MOTION FOR PAYMENT 
OF ATTORNEY FEES 
COMES NOW, NANCY L. CALLAHAN, the attorney of record for the above 
named Defendant and hereby moves this Honorable Court for payment of attorney fees 
incurred in representation of the above named Defendant in this matter. 
This Motion is made and based upon the files and records before the Court and 
the Affidavit submitted contemporaneously herewith. 
DA TED this ~ay of March 2008. 
Nancy . Callahan, 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR PAYMENT OF ATTORNEY FEES - PAGE 1 ORIGINAL I ()d-7 
Nancy L. Callahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
LA W OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
101 Canal Street, 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
FILED 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payette County, Idaho 
~. ~., 0 t\ rr. '~· 8 rJil'"\~< ~ LuLl, 
- __ P.M. 
J. DRESSEN 
, Depu 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO, CR-2006-0001324 
ORDER FOR PAYMENT 
OF ATTORNEY FEES 
BASED UPON the Affidavit submitted herewith, and GOOD CAUSE 
APPEARING THEREFORE, it is hereby ORDERED that the Payette County Clerk shall 
pay to the Law Offices of Nancy L Callahan, the sum of Twenty Two Thousand Two 
Hundred Thirty Eight Dollars and Sixty Cents ($22,238,60), 
DATED this '3 day of March 2008. 
I 
I 
OlIDER FOR PAYMENT OF ATTORNEY FEES - PAGE 1 ORIGIN; 
1()~'8 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: ROXANNE PATCHELL 
DATE: MARCH 3, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 9:01 A.M.-9:24 A.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for the continued pre-trial 
motions from February 6, 2008, present before the Honorable 
Gregory Culet were the above-named defendant, Nancy Callahan and 
Rolf Kehne for the defense, and the State f Idaho repr~sented by 
y Prosecutor Barbara chart. 
The Court advised that prosecutor, Brian Lee was ill and deputy 
prosecutor, Anne Marie Kelso, was unavailable. Barbara Richart 
was present on their behalf, but was not apprised of the case, 
therefore would be unable to proceed with the motion hearing. Mr. 
Kehne concurred that the hearing would have to be continued. 
The parties discussed what testimony/witnesses would be presented 
at the hearing. 
The Court ordered the hearing be continued to March 4, 2008, at 
9:00 a.m. Further, the Court ordered all subpoenas issued for the 
hearing be continued until the following day. 
The Court made a ruling on one the motion's previously heard by 
the Court; the Defense Motion to Dismiss for failure to show 
probable cause at the preliminary hearing. The Court presented 
findings and stated there was sufficient evidence presented to the 
Magistrate Judge, therefore, DENIED the defense motion to dismiss 
for failure to show probable cause at the preliminary hearing. 
The Court ordered transcripts be prepared by the reporter of the 
current hearing. 
Court Minutes page-l -
The parties discussed the jury questionnaire. 
Court was adjourned at 9:24 a.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
ressen, Clerk 
BY: 
Court Minutes page-:J...-
/080 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD 
Payen,o lc ~.;;() I 
I_-'---'_[ ___ "-__ A:_;_-I_J~J-_O~_--,.~ ___ PM I 
I BETIY J. DRESSEN ' 
JUDI9.:_ STRICT OF THE . Deputy I 
---~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
ORDER TO PRODUCE 
TRANSCRIPT OF PRETRIAL 
MOTION HEARINGS 
GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFORE, it is he ORDERED hat the 
Court shal produce and prepare transcript of the hearing held 
on the 3rd day of March 2008. Said hearing transcript shall be 
prepared within 14 days of the entry of this order. All costs 
associated with the production and preparation of the transcript 
shall be paid by Payette County. 
Dated this of March 2008. 
( 
ORDER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRIPT 1 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES that on this ~ day of 
March 2008 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing legal 
document to be served upon the individuals named below in the 
manner indicated: 
{ ~ HAND DELIVERY 
Brian Lee 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
{/} HAND DELIVERY 
Nancy Callahan 
Defense Counsel 
{ vi FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
Tucker and Associates 
Roxanne Patchell 
Court Reporter 
(208)345-3713 
ORDER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRIPT 2 
erk 
.' " FILED 
THIRD JUDICtAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payette County, Idaho 
MAR A~.4 2008 P,M. 
BETIY J. DRESSEN 
. De 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
ORDER TO PRODUCE 
TRANSCRIPT OF PRETRIAL 
MOTION HEARINGS 
GOOD CAUS APPEARING THEREFORE, it is ORDERED that the 
Court shall produce and prepare the transcr of the hear held 
on the 4th day of March 2008. Said hearing transcript shall be 
prepared within 14 days of the entry of this order. All costs 
associated with the production and preparation of the transcript 
shall be paid by Payette County. 
Dated this 4th day of March 2008. 
ORDER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRIPT 1 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES that on this f day of 
March 2008 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing legal 
document to be served upon the individuals named below in the 
manner indicated: 
vi HAND DELIVERY 
Brian Lee 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
{ v( HAND DELIVERY 
Nancy Callahan 
Defense Counsel 
{ ~FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
M & M Reporting 
Deann Morris 
Court Reporter 
ORDER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRIPT 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: DEANN MORRIS 
DATE: MARCH 4, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time:9:33 A.M.-11:35 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for the continued pre-trial 
motions from February 6, 2008, present before the Honorable 
Gregory Culet were the above-named defendant, Nancy Callahan and 
Rolf Kehne for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented 
Prosecutor Lee. 
The Court explained he had met with counsel in chambe s ior to 
court convening. The parties had discussed the jury 
questionnaire, draft of the comments the Court would be given to 
the jurors, and the juror notification and inquiry form. 
Mr. Lee was still ill; however, was proceeding with the continued 
motion hearing. 
The Court further advised the parties will meet with the Court 
tomorrow, March 5, 2008, at 10:00 a.m. in chambers to finalize the 
jury questionnaire. Further, if needed, the motion hearing will 
continued at 1:00 p.m. March 5, 2008. 
The defense indicated they would be supplementing the record with 
additional testimony for purposes of the motion hearing. 
Mr. Lee advised there was a previous motion to exclude witnesses 
from the courtroom. All witnesses present to testify left the 
courtroom. 
Ms. Callahan called Lt. Stephanie Steele, Fruitland Police 
Department, who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under 
direct examination. In answer to the Court's inquiry, Ms. 
Court Minutes page-/ -
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Callahan advised she was referring to Defense Exhibit B from the 
January 22, 2008, hearing. Mr. Lee obj ected based on leading. 
The Court sustained the objection. Ms. Callahan continued direct 
examination. Mr. Lee made an objection based on hearsay. The 
Court sustained the obj ection. Mr. Lee made another obj ection 
based on hearsay. The Court advised already sustained. Mr. Lee 
objected, question already asked and answered. The Court agreed. 
Mr. Lee made another objection, witness previously testified. Ms. 
Callahan responded. The Court overruled the obj ection. Mr. Lee 
made an objection based on leading. The Court overruled. Mr. Lee 
made an explanation as to the obj ection. Ms. Callahan withdrew 
the question. 
Ms. Callahan moved to admit Defense Exhibit N. No obj ection by 
Mr. Lee, limited basis for hearing only. THE COURT ORDERED 
DEFENSE EXHIBIT N ADMITTED INTO EVIDENCE. Mr. Lee asked a 
question in aid of an obj ection and obj ected based on hearsay. 
Ms. Callahan withdrew the question. Ms. Callahan continued direct 
examination. Mr. Lee asked a question in aid of an objection. 
The Court asked a question. Ms. Callahan rephrased the question. 
Mr. Lee objected based on leading. The Court sustained the 
objection. 
The Court recessed at 10:46 a.m. 
a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 11:07 
Ms. Ca lahan cont rect examination of witness. 
Mr. Lee cross-examined the 
objection based on relevance. 
witness. Ms. Callahan made 
The Court allowed the question. 
an 
Ms. Callahan conducted re-direct examination of the witness. Mr. 
Lee made an obj ection, question already answered. No ruling on 
the objection by the Court. Ms. Callahan rephrased the question. 
Mr. Lee obj ected based on speculation. The Court sustained the 
objection. Mr. Lee made another objection based on question 
already answered. The Court sustained the obj ection. Mr. Lee 
made another obj ection. The Court had the court reporter read 
back the last question of Ms. Callahan. The Court sustained the 
objection based on speculation. 
Witness was excused at 11:24 a.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness, so ordered by the Court. 
Ms. Callahan called Victor Lugo, Fruitland Police Department, who 
was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under direct 
examination. Mr. Lee made an objection; question asked and 
answered. The Court allowed the question. Mr. Lee objected; 
leading the witness and speculation. The Court sustained on both 
objections. 
Court Minutes page-2 -
Witness was excused at 11:34 a.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness, so ordered by the Court. 
The Court advised the defense indicated they would have one more 
witness that was not available until tomorrow at 1:00. Therefore, 
the Court would reconvene at 1:00 p.m. on March 5, 2008. Further, 
the Court advised counsel would be meeting with him in chambers at 
10:00 a.m. on March 5, 2008, to finalize the jury questionnaire. 
Court was adjourned. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty essen, Clerk 
BY: 
Court Minutes page-.3~-
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FILED 
Nancy L. Callahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
Rolf Kehne 
THIRD JUDiCU\L DIHRICT COUfi.T 
Idaho State Bar #2180 
LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
101 Canal Street, 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
--------------------) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
STIPULATION TO PRODUCE 
NeIC REPORTS FOR ALL 
STATE AND DEFENSE 
WITNESSES 
COMES NOW, the above named Defendant, by and through his 
attorneys of record, LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN and BRIAN 
LEE, Payette County Prosecuting Attorney, attorney for the above-
named Plaintiff, and do stipulate and agree that the Court may enter its 
order requiring the ~R1rn~diale release of all NCIC reports for all State 
and Defense witnesses in the above entitled matter to the attorneys 
representing the Defendant with the explicit understanding that no one 
" STIPULATION TO PRODUCE NCIC REPORTS FOR 
ALL STATE AND DEFENSE WITNESjES - PAGE 1 
/O?J"6 ORIGINAL 
other than the defense counsel shall have access to such NCIC reports 
absent further agreement of the parties or order of the Court. 
Dated this ~ay of February 2008. 
/!v/f -It'! Jw M 
Nancy Call ~ 
Attorneys fo Defendant or Plaintiff 
STIPULATION TO PRODUCE NCIC REPORTS FORl 
All STATE AND DEFENSE WITNESSES - PAGE 2 
/DBCJ 
Nancy L. Callahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
Rolf Kehne 
Idaho State Bar #2180 
FII-lED 
THIRD JUDICIAL D!SmICT COURT 
Payett<3 kru(o" 
LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
101 Canal Street, 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
--------------------) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
ORDER TO PRODUCE NCIC 
REPORTS FOR ALL STATE 
AND DEFENSE WITNESSES 
BASED UPON the Stipulation submitted herein, and GOOD 
CAUSE APPEARING THEREFORE, it is hereby ORDERED that all NCIC 
reports for all State and Defense witnesses in the above entitled 
matter shall be released to the attorneys for the Defendant, with the 
explicit understanding and agreement that no one other than the 
Defendant's counsel shall have access to such NCIC reports and that 
ORDER TO PRODUCE NCIC REPORTS FOR 
ALL STATE AND DEFENSE WITNESSES - PAGE 1 
/tJ4D 
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ORIGINAL 
they will not share that information with any other person or entity for 
any reason absent further agreement of the parties or order of the 
Court. ~. 
Dated this _)_ day of March 2 
// 
CER 
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES that on this S day of March 
2008 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing legal document 
to be served upon the individuals named below in the manner 
indicated: 
[ ~ HAND DELIVERY 
Brian Lee 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North Room # 105 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
Facsimile: (208) 642-6099 
Nancy L. Callahan 
LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
101 Canal Street 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
BETTY DRESSEN 
DIST ICT OURT CLERK 
By: 
ORDER TO PRODUCE NCIC REPORTS FOR 
ALL STATE AND DEFENSE WI1'OE~/ES -PAGE 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: MARCH 5, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 1:19 P.M.-5:52 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for the continued pre-trial 
motions from February 6, 2008, present before the Honorable 
Gregory Culet were the above-named defendant, Nancy Callahan and 
Rolf Kehne for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee. 
The Court explained 
court convening. 
questionnaire. 
he had met wi 
The parties 
counsel chambers ior t 
had discussed the jury 
Ms. Callahan requested the motion hearing be continued due to the 
defense not receiving the full transcript of the deposition of 
Officer David Bruseau. The Court asked several questions. Ms. 
Callahan responded. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court advised a recess would be taken to give the defense an 
opportunity to review the transcript and the hearing would 
proceed. 
The Court recessed at 1:35 p.m. The Court reconvened at 1:59 p.m. 
Ms. Callahan called Officer David Bruseau, Fruitland Police 
Department, who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under 
direct examination. 
Ms. Callahan presented Defense Exhibit X; transcript of deposition 
of David Bruseau, and the exhibit was duly marked by the clerk. 
Ms. Callahan continued direct examination of the witness. Mr. Lee 
Court Minutes page- I -
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made an objection based on leading. The Court agreed and advised 
Ms. Callahan to rephrase the question. Mr. Lee made an objection 
based on leading. The Court sustained the obj ection. Mr. Lee 
made an objection based on leading. The Court allowed the 
question. Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on leading. Ms. 
Callahan rephrased the question. Mr. Lee made an objection based 
on leading. Ms. Callahan rephrased the question. Mr. Lee made an 
objection based on leading. Ms. Callahan rephrased the question. 
Mr. Lee made an objection based on relevance. Ms. Callahan 
responded. The Court allowed the question. Mr. Lee made an 
objection, question asked and answered. The Court sustained the 
obj ection. Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on witness already 
testified. The Court allowed the question. Mr. Lee made an 
objection based on leading. The Court allowed the question. 
Ms. Callahan advised the defense would have to play the audio of 
the officer's initial response to the bar, in order to complete 
the direct examination of the witness. Further, it would take two 
days for that entire audio and Ms. Callahan presented testimony as 
to the basis for needing to play the audio. The Court asked a 
question. Ms. Callahan responded. Mr. Lee made an objection based 
on relevance and presented argument. Ms. Callahan responded. 
Ms. Callahan made further argument and quoted case law. The Court 
as ked several questions. Ms. Callahan responded. Mr. Lee 
responded. 
The Court presented 
with the questi 
lahan responded. 
findings and a lowed the defens to proceed 
of the w tness r purposes. Ms. 
The Court recessed at 3:10 p.m. The Court reconvened at 3:30 p.m. 
The Court advised counsel that the jury questionnaire had to be 
completed and if the motion hearing proceeded the questionnaire 
would not be done in time. Therefore, the Court ordered the 
motion hearing continued to March 18, 2008, at 9:00 a.m. 
The parties discussed the jury questionnaire. 
The Court ordered a transcript be completed of the current 
hearing. 
The Court was adjourned at 5:52 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
ressen, Clerk 
BY: 
Court Minutes page-2 
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THIRD JUDICiAL. DIHRICT COURT 
Pa ~J~'?f ~:· Ccuntj, fdall(; 
MAR 06 2008 
---_-1"".4.___ PM 
BE! Y.) DRE~N' . 
De 
IN THE DJ:STaJ:CT COURT OF THE -nlllU) .nmICIAL OI TalC': Oli" THE 
S'1'ATE 01' :IDAHO, :IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF mAltO, 
Plaintdtf' , 
-vs-
Hector B. ~a~, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
OlmER TO Pp'oDU~ 
TRA'NSCRJ:PT OF PRE'l'IUAL 
MOTION IISl\lUNGS 
GOOD CAOSE APPEARING THEREFORE, it is hereby ORDERED that the 
Court shall produce and prepare the transcript of the hea~ing held 
on the 5th day of March 2008. Said hearinq transcript shall be 
prepared within 14 days of the entry of this order. All costs 
associated with the production and preparation of the transcript 
shall be paid by payette County. 
Dated this ~~ __ day of March 2008. 
ORDER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRIPT 1 
/0+/ 
4626011 U"e1 :49 03-06-2008 
CLBlUt' S CBl\TIPlCATE OF SERVICE 
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES that on this 0 day of 
Ma~ch 2008 I caused a true and cor~eet copy of the fore90ing legal 
document to be served upon the individuals named below in the 
manner indicated: 
{ ~ HAND DELIVERY 
Brian Lee 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
{ .~ HAND DELIVERY 
Nancy Ca.llahan 
Defense Counsel 
{~FACSIM!LE TRANSMISSION 
Tucker & Associates 
Laura Whitinq 
Court Reporter 
O~DER TO PRODUCE ~RANSCRIPT 2 
/045 
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THIRD JUDICIALDISTRICT COURT I 
Payette County, Idaho . 
BRIAN LEE 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 1001 
1130 Third Avenue North 
Payette, ID 83661 
l 
MAR 012008 I 
____ A.M. ,;2:.;25 P.M. 
BETIY J. DRESSEN 
(208) 642-6096 
Fax: (208) 642-6099 
By C( , Deputy I 
- . .. - .. --~---
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
******** 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2006-1324 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
NOTICE OF WITHDRA WL OF 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO SEEK 
DEATH PENALTY 
', .... 
* * * * * * * * 
COMES NOW the State ofIdaho, by and through the Payette County Prosecuting 
Attorney, and pursuant to I.e. 18-4004A, and does hereby notify the Court and counsel for the 
Defendant, HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, that the State withdraws its Notice of Intent to Seek the 
Death Penalty filed in this matter on the 16tl1 day of June, 2006. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO SEEK DEATH PENALTY - 1 
Dated this L day of March, 2008. 
Payette Co nty Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF HAND DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the ..L day of March, 2008, I hand delivered a true and 
correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument to Van Bishop, Attorney Defendant, 203 
lih Ave Rd., Nampa, Idaho, and Nancy Callahan, Attorney for Defendant, 101 Canal St., 
Emmett, Idaho. 
Legal Assistant 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO SEEK DEATH PENALTY - 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
DATE: March 10, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
CLERK MINUTE ENTRY 
Time: 9:00 a.m. 
VIA TELEPHONE CONFERENCE 
This being the time and place set for 
ordered by the Court. Parties present 
Honorable Gregory Culet, Deputy Clerk 
Callahan and Van Bishop for the defense, 
Telephone conference as 
Prosecutor Brian Lee and 
via telephone were the 
Julie Anderson, Nancy 
and the State of I 
Deputy secutor Anne 
The Court confirmed that the State filed notice to withdraw to 
seek the death penalty in the case. 
The parties discussed scheduling issues. 
It was ordered by the Court to have a hearing on March 11, 2008, 
at 9:00 a.m. 
The parties indicated March 18,2008, at 9:00 a.m. would remain 
the date to finish the pre-trial motions. 
Juror voir dire examination would be set 
2008, for the first 100 qualified jurors. 
begin April 21, 2008. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Clerk 
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for April 14 and 15, 
The actual trial would 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE ChUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** r 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: KIM SAUNDERS 
DATE: March 11, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
This being the time 
before the Honorable 
Nancy Callahan, and 
Idaho represented 
Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time 9:15 a.m.-9:54 a.m. 
Courtroom #3 
and place set for status conference, present 
ry Culet were the above named defendant, 
Bishop, for the defense, and the State of 
cutor Brian Lee. 
The Court reviewed for the record that the State had filed a 
notice to withdraw the death penalty on March 7, 2008. 
The Court praised the State for that decision and due to that 
action the closure for the victim's family will come much sooner. 
Further, the Court advised death penalty cases are more strictly 
scrutinized and the county will likely save approximately 
$10,000.00 in jury sequestration alone. The Court acknowledged 
there were a lot of complicated issues with the case and commended 
the State again for making a conscientious decision to withdraw 
the death penalty issue. 
Mr. Lee explained why he would be unable to proceed with the 
habitual offender filing. 
The Court advised the continued pre-trial motions would be heard 
on March 18, 2008, at 9:00 a.m. The dates of April 14 and 15, 
2008, would be the voir dire of the first 100 qualified jurors. 
Further, 
counsel. 
attorneys 
the Court addressed the 
Ms. Callahan presented 
generally get paid more 
Court Minutes page-l-
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issue of defense cost and 
argument that during trials 
than during the preparation 
time. Mr. Lee responded by disagreeing with the higher rate to be 
paid to defense counsel. 
Counsel responded to the Court's inquiry of the division of work 
with the case between the attorneys. Further, the parties 
discussed how many expert witnesses would be called for the trial. 
The Court advised so far the County had paid $208,000.00, the 
capi tal defense fund had paid $248,000.00 on the case. Mr. Lee 
advised his budget was already exhausted. 
The Court tentatively ruled that he would order both defense 
attorneys to remain on the case, however, would reduce their rate 
substantially. A written order would be prepared by the Court at 
a later date after checking into it further. 
Ms. Callahan advised the defense would be filing a brief prior to 
the March 18, 2008, continued pre-trial motions. 
The parties discussed the jury questionnaire, seating chart, and 
several issues regarding the trial. 
Ms. Callahan suggested the April 9th date be used for the jurors 
to complete a condensed version of the jury questionnaire. The 
clerk will email the final questionnaire to counsel to be revised. 
part agreed to have the first 100 quali 
to appear on 1 9; at 9:00 a.m. and 
ed jurors SUITIDoned 
fty at :00 p.m. 
The Court again commended the State for withdrawing the death 
penalty. 
Further, the Court reserved final ruling but entered a tentative 
default order that both defense counsel would remain on the case 
at a rate of $70.00 per hour. 
Court was adjourned at 9:54 a.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
Court Minutes page-2-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: DEBORA KREIDLER 
DATE: MARCH 18, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
-vs-
COURT MINUTES 
Hector B. Almaraz, Time: 9:20 A.M.-4:43 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
Defendant. 
This being the time and place set for the continued pre-trial 
motions from February 6, 2008, present before the Honorable 
Gregory Culet were the above-named defendant, Nancy Callahan and 
Rolf Kehne for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Cou reviewed that on March , 20 8, Ms. Callahan was 
presenting direct examination of witness David Bruseau. 
The Court reminded the witness he was still under oath. 
Ms. Kelso made an objection to the witness testimony regarding the 
destruction of evidence must prove to be intentional. Mr. Lee 
confirmed Ms. Kelso's objection. 
The Court responded and allowed the 
examination of the witness. 
defense to continue 
Ms. Callahan continued with direct examination of the witness and 
began playing the audio of Officer David Bruseau's response on 
April 23, 2006. 
The Court inquired about the audio being marked as an exhibit. 
Ms. Callahan presented and the clerk marked Defense Exhibit Y; 
audio of Officer David Bruseau initial response on April 23, 2006. 
The audio was played for the witness. 
Court Minutes page- J -
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The Court advised the reporter did not need to transcribe the 
audio being played. The clerk reported that the audio was not 
clearly coming through the recording. 
THE COURT ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBIT Y ADMITTED INTO EVIDENCE for 
purpose of pre-trial motion hearing only. Further, the Court 
advised due to lack of clear audio the parties must advise of the 
minutes and seconds being played for the witness. 
Ms. Callahan advised the times were referred to in Defense Exhibit 
X; transcript of deposition of witness. Audio 23:15 through 24:20 
were played. Ms. Callahan questioned the witness based on audio 
that was played. Audio 24:20 through 28:44 were played, and Ms. 
Callahan questioned the witness. Audio 28: 44 through 29: 05 were 
played, and Ms. Callahan questioned the witness. 
Ms. Kelso made an obj ection based on questioning was redundant. 
The Court allowed the defense to continue. 
Audio 29:05 through 29:07 were played, and Ms. Callahan questioned 
the witness. Audio 30: 01 through 31: 20 were played, and Ms. 
Callahan questioned the witness. Audio 31: 33 through 32: 44 were 
played, and Ms. Callahan questioned the witness. Ms. Callahan 
began playing audio 32:23. The Court had a question regarding the 
times and redacted audio. Mr. Kehne explained the audio was not 
redacted only bookmarked for purpose of playback. Further, Mr. 
Kehne advised he copied the audi on to s computer's hard drive 
and the times are off a few seconds. 
The Court recessed at 9:57 a.m. to allow the defense to use the 
actual exhibit so the time marks would be identical. 
The Court reconvened at 10:07 a.m. 
Audio 32:34 through 33:36 were played, and Ms. Callahan questioned 
the witness. Audio 33: 36 through 34: 33 were played, and Ms. 
Callahan questioned the witness. The Court reminded Ms. Callahan 
to ask questions of the witness. Ms. Callahan rephrased the 
question. Audio 34:33 through 34:58 were played, and Ms. Callahan 
questioned the witness. Audio 34: 58 through 35: 55 were played, 
and Ms. Callahan questioned the witness. Audio 34: 58 through 
35:55 was played again for the witness to identify the voice in 
question. Audio 35:51 through 37:13 were played, and Ms. Callahan 
questioned the witness. Audio 37: 13 through 40: 05 were played, 
and Ms. Callahan questioned the witness. Audio 40: 05 through 
41:03 were played, audio 44:37 through 46:35, and 46:35 through 
49: 30 were all played and Ms. Callahan questioned the witness 
after each playing of the audio. 
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Mr. Lee made an obj ection, based on leading the witness. The 
Court sustained the objection. 
Audio 49:30 through 51:52 were played, and Ms. Callahan questioned 
the witness. The Court asked a question, Ms. Callahan responded, 
and continued questioning the witness. Audio 52:48 through 53:51 
were played, and Ms. Callahan questioned the witness. 
Mr. Lee made an objection, based on leading. The Court overruled 
the obj ection. Audio 54: 14 through 55: 12 were played, and Ms. 
Callahan questioned the witness. Audio 56: 15 through 57: 23 were 
played, and Ms. Callahan questioned the witness. 
The Court recessed at 11:08 a.m. 
a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 11:25 
Audio 57:23 through 59:55 were played, and Ms. Callahan questioned 
the witness. 
Mr. Lee made an objection based on leading the witness. The Court 
sustained the objection. Mr. Lee made another objection based on 
leading. Ms. Callahan rephrased the question. No ruling by the 
Court. Ms. Callahan continued questioning the witness. 
Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on leading. The Court overruled 
the objection. Audio 1 hour 3:12 through 1 hour 3:14 were played, 
and Ms. Cal questioned the witness. The Court sed the 
wi tness had answe Ms. Call's ion. Audio 1 hour 3: 14 
through 1 hour 12:2 were played, and Ms. Callahan questioned the 
witness. Audio 1 hour 12:28 through 1 hour 16:28 were played, and 
Ms. Callahan questioned the witness. 
Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on witness would be unable to 
answer question. The Court sustained the objection. Ms. Callahan 
continued direct examination. Mr. Lee renewed his objection. The 
Court sustained the obj ection advising question was asked and 
answered. In answer to the Court's inquiry, Ms. Callahan advised 
she had a few more questions on direct examination. 
Ms. Callahan continued direct examination. Mr. Lee made an 
obj ection based on leading. The Court sustained the obj ection. 
Mr. Lee made another objection based on asked/answered. The Court 
sustained the objection. Audio 1 hour 16:26 through end of audio 
were played, and Ms. Callahan questioned the witness. 
Mr. Lee advised the witness had an appointment in Fruitland at 
5:00 p.m. 
The Court recessed at 12:14 p.m. 
p.m. 
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Ms. Callahan presented an audio that was duly marked as Defense 
Exhibit Z; continuation of audio of Officer David Bruseau initial 
response on April 23, 2006. 
Ms. Callahan continued direct examination. Mr. Lee made an 
objection based on assumption of facts not in evidence. The Court 
overruled the objection. Mr. Lee made another objection based on 
asked/answered. The Court allowed the question. Mr. Lee made an 
obj ection based on relevance. Ms. Callahan responded. Mr. Lee 
made an objection based on lack of foundation. The Court 
sustained the obj ection. Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on 
speculation. The Court sustained the obj ection. Mr. Lee made 
another obj ection regarding speculation. Ms. Callahan withdrew 
question. 
Audio from Defense Exhibit Z, 25:20 through 26:34 were played, and 
Ms. Callahan questioned the witness. The Court had a question to 
clarify the audio, Ms. Callahan responded. 
Ms. Callahan continued direct examination. 
objection. The Court sustained the objection. 
Mr. Lee made an 
Cross-examination was performed by Ms. Kelso. 
Re-cross examination s performed by Ms. Callahan. Mr. Lee made 
an objection beyond scope of cross and quest on asked and 
answered. The Court sustained objection. 
Ms. Callahan moved to admit defense exhibit z into evidence, no 
objection by the State. THE COURT ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBIT Z TRACK 
3, ADMITTED INTO EVIDENCE for purpose of pre-trial motion hearing 
only. 
Wi tness was excused 
excuse the witness, 
at 2:05 p.m. No objection 
so ordered by the Court. 
by counsel to 
The defense rested. 
The State called Officer J.D. 
who was duly sworn by the 
examination of Ms. Kelso. 
Huff, 
clerk 
Fruitland Police Department 
and testified under direct 
Ms. Kelso presented State's Exhibit 3; 
Incident Report by Brian Irby, which 
clerk. 
copy of Fruitland Police 
was duly marked by the 
Cross-examination was performed by Ms. Callahan. Mr. Lee made an 
obj ection based on lack of foundation. Ms. Callahan responded. 
The Court allowed the question. Mr. Lee asked a question in aid 
Court Minutes page- 4 
of an objection, and objected based on lack of foundation. Ms. 
Callahan responded. The Court sustained the obj ection. Ms. 
Callahan continued cross examination. The Court asked a question 
regarding an answer to previous question of the witness. Ms. 
Kelso responded. 
Witness was excused at 2:26 p.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness, so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Danielle Hawks, who was duly sworn by the clerk 
and testified under direct examination of Ms. Kelso. Ms. Kelso 
advised the witness had been in the courtroom the entire time 
therefore, an exception needed to be made regarding the order 
excusing all witnesses from the courtroom. Ms. Callahan had no 
objection to allow the witness to testify. 
Ms. Kelso presented State Exhibit 4; Fruitland Incident Report by 
Michelle Leaton, State Exhibit 5; Fruitland Police Incident 
Report by Angel Elliott, State Exhibit 6; Fruitland Police 
Incident Report by Stephanie Barker, State Exhibit 7; Fruitland 
Police Incident Report by Chase Widner, State Exhibit 8; 
Fruitland Police Incident Report by Stephanie Schwartz, all duly 
marked by the clerk. 
Ms. Kelso continued direct examination of the witness and moved 
to admit State exhibits 3-8. No objection by Ms. Callahan. THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 3-8 WERE ADMITTED INTO EVIDENCE. 
Ms. Callahan performed cross examination of the wi tness. 1'1s. 
Kelso made an objection based on speculation. Ms. Callahan 
responded. Ms. Kelso made another obj ection based on 
speculation. The Court sustained the obj ection. Ms. Kelso made 
an objection based on lack of foundation. The Court asked a 
question. Ms. Callahan responded. The Court sustained the 
objection. 
The State had no re-direct examination of the witness. 
Wi tness was excused 
excuse the witness, 
at 2:46 p.m. No objection 
so ordered by the Court. 
by counsel to 
The Court recessed at 2:46 p.m. 
p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 3: 01 
Ms. Callahan presented argument as to the defense motion to 
dismiss for loss/destruction of evidence. 
Ms. Kelso responded with closing argument. 
Ms. Callahan responded. 
Court Minutes page-~-
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The Court asked several questions. Ms. Callahan responded. 
The Court advised authorities would be reviewed and an order 
would be entered by the Court at a later time. 
Ms. Callahan cited case law for the Court to review. Ms. Kelso 
made an objection to allow the defense to bring up at this late 
date. The Court allowed and advised ruling was subj ect to free 
review of case law when making a decision. 
Mr. Lee made an objection to Ms. Callahan reading the authorities 
and not submitting a list. The Court allowed the defense to 
recite the authorities but further ordered the defense to submit 
a written list to the State and to the Court. 
Mr. Bishop presented argument regarding defense motion disclosure 
of evidence/exculpatory evidence. 
Mr. Lee responded. 
responded. 
Mr. Bishop responded. 
The Court as ked several questions, Mr. Lee 
The Court explained a decision would be made either in writing or 
on the record at a later hearing. 
The parties discussed the jury questionnaire. 
Court was adjourned at 4:43 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
ressen, Clerk 
BY: 
Clerk 
Court Minutes page- b -
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VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 _12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR C. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR FORENSIC ANALYTICAL 
) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in 
the amount of $ 1,500.00 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to 
FORENSIC ANALYTICAL, 3777 Depot Road, Suite 403, Hayward, CA 94545. 
DATED this 18th day of March 2008. 
I 
I 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC ANALYTICAL 
/ ALMARAZ 
/057 
L 
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 - 12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
TeJephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
FTT T""'~JJ JLC 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payette County. Idaho 
MAR 1S 
__ ---'A.M. P.M. 
J. DRES~N 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
HECTOR C. ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC 
ANALYTICAL 
COMES NOW, VAN G. BISHOP, of the LA W OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP, Attorney of 
record for the above-named Defendant and hereby moves the above-entitled Court for an Order Approving 
Fees for the Court Appointed Expert, FORENSIC ANALYTICAL, in the amount of$ 1,500.00 for 
Defense of the above- named Defendant on the grounds and for the reason as outlined in the attached 
Invoice submitted and attached hereto. 
January 31,2008 ....................................................... $ 1,250.00 
February 8, 2008 .................................... .. ............... $ 250.00 
TOTAL BILLING .......................................... $ 1,500.00 
DATED this 13 th day of March 2008. 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR EXPERT FORENSIC / ALMARAZ C~7,' WAL 
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I 
I 
To: 
Forensic Analytical 
3777 Depot Road, Suite 403 
Hayward, CA 94545 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
AITN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
Date 
10/25/2007 
11/29/2007 
01/25/2008 
0113112008 
02/08/2008 
Transaction 
20070123-
INV #41773. Due 11124/2007. Orig. Amount $2,250.00 .. / 
INV #41875. Due 12/29/2007. Orig. Amount $1,500.00. 
INV #42144. Due 02/24/2008. Orig. Amount $500.00. 
INV #42222. Due 03/0112008. Orig. Amount $1,250.00. 
!NV #42253. Due 03/09/2008. Orig. Amount $250.00. 
1-30 DAYS PAST 
DUE 
31-60 DAYS PAST 
DUE 
0.00 
/05, 
Statement 
Date 
2/28/2008 
Amount Due Amount Ene. 
r------ ----+--.--------------, 
$5,750.00 
Amount 
2,250.00 
1,500.00 
500.00 
1,250.00 
250.00 
OVER 90 DAYS 
PAST DUE 
Balance 
2,250.00 
3,750.00 
4,250.00 
5,500.00 
5::1, ~tt\+--+-
.£ ) / S"'Oo; 
Amount Due 
Forensic Analytical 
3777 Depot Road, Suite 403 
Hayward, CA 94545 
Ph: (510) 266-8100 
Send Payments To: 
Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc. 
PO Box 49137 
San Jose, CA 95161-9137 
Federal Tax ID# 20-5804934 
For questions email eperrill@forensica.com or call Earline at 510-266-8106 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
A TfN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
Net 30 
Customer Number 
12311 CR-2006- I 324 
Report To: 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
ATTN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, lD 83686 
Job 10 
20070123 
Invoice 
1131/2008 42222 
Job Name 
JD v Hector Almarez 
Date Rate(per hour or per Unit Extended Price 
1/25/2008 
1/25 /2008 
7030 Consultation-Criminalist-JJ 2 
7030 Consultation-Criminalist-ES 3 
Please reference your invoice number on your payment. Thank You Total 
250.00 
250.00 
500.00 
750.00 
$1,250.00 
Please send payment to Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc PO Box 49137, San Jose, CA 95161-9137 ,:1, 
Past due balances are subject to late charges of up to 1.5% per month I Ofo.o 
, " 
Forensic Analytical 
3777 Depot Road, Suite 403 
Hayward, CA 94545 
Ph: (510) 266-8100 
Send Payments To: 
Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc, 
PO Box 49137 
San Jose, CA 9516]-9137 
Federal Tax 10# 20-5804934 
,j 
For questions email eperrill@forensica.com or call Earline at 510-266-8106 
Van G, Bishop, Law Offices 
ATTN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa,1O 83686 
" 
Net 30 
Customer Number 
12311 CR-2006-1324 
Van G. Bishop, Law Offices 
ATTN:Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave., Road Suite B 
Nampa, lD 83686 
Job 10 
20070123 
Invoice 
i<-~~:R;~~ Z-~;:i:: '. c,J; ;lnV9iC~:~ ~' , 
2/8/2008 42253 
Job Name 
10 v Hector Almarez 
Date ReferencelReport ,?... ,/.< Quantity Rate(per hour or per Unit Extended Pri~ 
2/5/2008 7090 Evidence Examination-Criminalist-DL 250.00 250.00 
Please reference your invoice number on your payment. Thank You 
Total 
Please send payment to Forensic Analytical Sciences, Inc PO Box 49137, San Jose, CA 95161-9137 
Past due balances are subject to late charges of up to 1.5% per month I Ob I 
$250.00 
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 _12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
Sy_ ~ 
tmmucr ('OURT 
Cmwty, Id:.tiIO 
~1AR 20 2008 
_____ PM. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs, ) MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
) FEES FOR MITIGATION SPECIALIST 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------------) 
COMES NOW, VAN G. BISHOP, of the LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP, 
Attorney of record for the above-named Defendant and hereby moves the above-
entitled Court for an Order Approving Fees for the Court Appointed Mitigation Experts, 
CROSS-BORDER CAPITAL MITIGATION, in the amount of $25,995.00 for Defense of 
the above- named Defendant on the grounds and for the reason as outlined in the 
attached "STATEMENT", itted herewith. 
DATED this day of March, 2008. 
MOTION FOR AEP~OVAL OF FEES FOR MITIGATION / ALMARAZ Page -1-
CROSS-BORDER AL MITIGATION 
203 12th Avenue Road 
Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
CLIENT 
State of Idaho 
vs. 
HECTOR ALMARAZ 
PAYETTE COUNTY, IDAHO 
Date Description 
6/1112007 Mileage RT Nampa Payette - File Motions (Corrected from 
last invoice) 
JULY 2007 
7/112007 mitigation letter and jury questionnaire Draft 2 & comparison 
7/1/2007 Summary / Evaluation 
7/2/2007 Mitigation Witness Interview: Court Appearance & client 
interview 8am-l :00 
Mileage: Payette 
7/26/2007 MlE Document request I evaluation I summary 
7/27/2007 MIE Document request / evaluation I summary 
AUGUST 2007 
8/612007 followup on records 
8115/2007 MlE Review of reports/records/documents 
8/16/2007 MIE Review of reports/records/documents 
8117/2007 MIE Review of reports/records/documents 
8/2712007 Summary / Evaluation 
8/2812007 Summary / Evaluation 
SEPTEMBER 2007 
9/1012007 Summary I Evaluation 
9112/2007 MlE Document request / evaluation / summary 
9/20/2007 Summary / Evaluation 
9/26/2007 Lead Counsel 
OCTOBER 2007 
10/8/2007 MIE Review ofreports/recordsldocuments 
10/10/2007 MlE Review of reports/records/documents 
10!I6/2007 MIE Review of reports Ire cords/documents 
10/22/2007 Mitigation Witness Interview: Telephone updates 
10123/2007 Telephone Calls 
10/25/2007 Summary 1 Evaluation 
10/30/2007 MIE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
Page 1 
/Db3 
STATEMENT 
Date Invoice # 
12/3112007 16 
Hours/milage Rate Amount 
94 0.375 35.25 
6 60.00 360.00 
I 60.00 60.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
94 0.375 35.25 
8 60.00 480.00 
8.5 60.00 510.00 
4.5 60.00 270.00 
2.5 60.00 150.00 
2.5 60.00 150.00 
2.5 60.00 150.00 
6 60.00 360.00 
5.75 60.00 345.00 
8 60.00 480.00 
3 60.00 180.00 
5.25 60.00 315.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
4 60.00 240.00 
3 60.00 180.00 
8 60.00 480.00 
2 60.00 120.00 
2 60.00 120.00 
3 60.00 180.00 
6 60.00 360.00 
Total 
CROSS-BORDER AL MITIGATION 
203 12th Avenue Road 
Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
CLIENT 
State of Idaho 
vs. 
HECTOR ALMARAZ 
PAYETTE COUNTY, IDAHO 
Date Description 
NOVEMBER 2007 
11/5/2007 MIE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
1116/2007 MIE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
11/6/2007 MIE Review of reports/records/documents 
1111412007 MIE Review ofreports/records/documents 
11115/2007 Summary 1 Evaluation 
1I!16/2007 Team meeting with Attorneys: Strategy & Overview 
11120/2007 Team meeting with Attorneys: 
DECEMBER 2007 
12/4/2007 Summary 1 Evaluation 
12/5/2007 Summary 1 Evaluation 
12/10/2007 MIE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
12/1112007 MIE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
12/12/2007 MIE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
12/13/2007 MIE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
Page 2 
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STATEMENT 
Date Invoice # 
12/3112007 16 
Hours/milage Rate Amount 
1.5 60.00 90.00 
I 60.00 60.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
7 60.00 420.00 
3 60.00 180.00 
4.5 60.00 270.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
4 60.00 240.00 
4.5 60.00 270.00 
3 60.00 180.00 
3 60.00 180.00 
7.5 60.00 450.00 
4 60.00 240.00 
Total $9,340.50 
CROSS-BORDER 
203 12th Avenue Road 
Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
CLIENT 
State of Idaho 
vs. 
HECTOR ALMARAZ 
PAYETTE COUNTY, IDAHO 
AL MITIGATION 
Date Description 
JANUARY 2008 
114/2008 Conference with Lead Counsel 
1/5/2008 Conference with Lead Counsel 
118/2008 Discovery 
119/2008 Discovery 
1112/2008 Discovery 
1/13/2008 Discovery 
1115/2008 Team meeting with Attorneys: Discuss Discovery & Strategy 
Mileage 
1118/2008 Conference with Lead Counsel 
1119/2008 Summary I Evaluation 
1120/2008 MIE Review ofreports/recordsldocuments 
1121/2008 Summary I Evaluation 
1/2312008 Meeting, Strategy, & Organization with Psychologist 
1124/2008 Team meeting with Attorneys: 
1/26/2008 Assist in Redact of Audio & Videos 
1127/2008 Assist in Redact of Audios & Videos 
113012008 M!E Review ofreportslrecords/documents 
Psychologist 
1120/2008 Review Case 
1123/2008 Review Case 
1124/2008 Team meeting with Lead Counsel 
IDb5 
STATEMENT 
Date Invoice # 
1131/2008 17 
Hours/milage Rate Amount 
6 60.00 360.00 
5.5 60.00 330.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
4 60.00 240.00 
8 60.00 480.00 
9 60.00 540.00 
4.5 60.00 270.00 
58 0.375 21.75 
6 60.00 360.00 
4 60.00 240.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
5.5 60.00 330.00 
6 60.00 360.00 
4.5 60.00 270.00 
8 60.00 480.00 
8 60.00 480.00 
3.5 60.00 210.00 
5 150.00 750.00 
6 150.00 900.00 
4.5 150.00 675.00 
Total $7,896.75 
.. 
CROSS-BORDER 
203 12th Avenue Road 
Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
CLIENT 
State of Idaho 
vs. 
HECTOR ALMARAZ 
PAYETTE COUNTY, IDAHO 
AL MITIGA nON 
Date Description 
FEBRUARY 2008 
2/412008 MfE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
2/5/2008 MfE Document request 1 evaluation I summary 
2/612008 Organize Reports 
21712008 Summary I Evaluation 
2/1112008 M/E Document request I evaluation I summary 
2/12/2008 MIE Document request evaluation I summary 
2/13/2008 MfE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
2/14/2008 MIE Document request I evaluation I summary 
2/1612008 Summary 1 Evaluation 
2117/2008 Team meeting with Attorneys: Emmett 
Mileage: Nampa Emmett 
2118/2008 Organize Reports 
2/19/2008 Binder Summary Prep for Team 
2/20/2008 Court Appearance 
Mileage 
2/2112008 Jury Questionnaire 
MIE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
2/22/2008 Lead Counsel 
2/23/2008 Telephone Conversation 
2/25/2008 MfE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
2/2612008 MfE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
2/27/2008 Lead Counsel on Joint Exhibits 
2/2812008 Joint Exhibits 
2/29/2008 Summary 1 Evaluation 
-. 
/Db~ 
STATEMENT 
Date Invoice # 
2/29/2008 18 
Hours/milage Rate Amount 
4.5 60.00 270.00 
3.5 60.00 210.00 
8 60.00 480.00 
8 60.00 480.00 
2 60.00 120.00 
4 60.00 240.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
6 60.00 360.00 
5.5 60.00 330.00 
60 0.375 22.50 
4 60.00 240.00 
7 60.00 420.00 
9.5 60.00 570.00 
94 0.375 35.25 
2 60.00 120.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
3 60.00 180.00 
2.5 60.00 150.00 
2 60.00 120.00 
2 60.00 120.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
5 60.00 300.00 
3.5 60.00 210.00 
Total $6,177.75 
.. 
CROSS-BORDER 
203 12th Avenue Road 
Suite B 
Nampa, ID 83686 
CLIENT 
State of Idaho 
vs. 
HECTOR ALMARAZ 
PAYETTE COUNTY, IDAHO 
AL MITIGATION 
Date Description 
MARCH- Prior to Withdrawal of Intent to Seek Death 
3/1/2008 Work with Lead Counsel on Jury Questionnaire 
3/212008 Review Mitigation and discuss Prior Records with Lead 
Counsel 
3/3/2008 Discuss Offers with Lead Counsel- determine how best to 
approach offers with Client 
Summary 1 Evaluation 
3/4/2008 MIE Document request I evaluation I summary 
3/5/2008 Discuss Offer- 2nd Degree 15+ 15: Determine Approach 
3/612008 MlE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
31712008 MIE Document request 1 evaluation 1 summary 
31712008 Informed that the Intent to Seek Death was Withdrawn 
10b'1 
STATEMENT 
Date Invoice # 
31712008 20 
Hours/milage Rate Amount 
5 60.00 300.00 
6.5 60.00 390.00 
3 60.00 180.00 
1.5 60.00 90.00 
4 60.00 240.00 
8 60.00 480.00 
7 60.00 420.00 
6 60.00 360.00 
2 60.00 120.00 
Total $2,580.00 
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 - 12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
FILf~I)'=~~~~--- I 
THIRD l~ICJAL DISTRICT COURT I 
Payette Courny, Idaho I 
r<-~-~--I I 
I MA:~O~ PM I 
~ETTYJ.DRESSEN I - . I By '_~'_~ ___ ._. ___ , Deputy , 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------------) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR MITIGATION SPECIALIST 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in 
the amount of $25,995.00 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to 
CROSS·BORDER CAPITAL MITIGATION, 203- 1ih Avenue Road Ste. B. Nampa, 10. 
83686. 
DATED this ('1 day of March, 2008 ... . f/ \ ////J3 / 
// ~ / 
/ ;/ GREGORY M. eUlET / ~ j/ District Judge y 
. 0, L 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR MITIGATION/ ALMARAZ Page 1-
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 _12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
"flLBD' ~ .. ~----. 
THIRD JUDICIA~ DISl1UCT COURT 
G~:~ I 
----.---..L.._AM. PM. I 
Y J. DRESSEN 
BV_ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
Defendant. ) 
--------------------------) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR COURT APPOINTED 
ATTORNEY 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in 
the amount of $28,486.63 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to 
VAN G. BISHOP, Attorney at Law, 203 - 1ih Avenue Road Ste. B. Nampa, ID 83686. 
DATED this jL day of March, 2008. 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR COUNSEL I ALMARAZ 
ID"1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: April 2, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
CLERK MINUTE ENTRY 
Time: 3:05-3:37 P.M. 
Telephone Conference 
This being the time and 
con rence for discussion 
place set for telephonic status 
on the jury questionnaire, present 
a tel be re the Honorable Gregory Culet were 
Callahan the fense, 
by Prosecutor Brian Lee, 
Kelso. 
and the State 0 Idaho represented 
and Deputy Prosecutor Anne I'1arie 
The parties indicated they had 
questionnaire. The Court explained 
Ms. Callahan requested the wording 
changed. The Court indicated to 
changes. 
received the revised 
some of the changes made. 
in question 9 and 10 be 
the clerk to make those 
After some discussion regarding question 47 and 48 from both 
counsel, no change was necessary. 
Ms. Callahan requested that four witnesses be added to the 
witness list; Pamela Marcum, Dawn Iverson, Mary Nye and Donna 
Meade. Mr. Lee obj ected. The Court advised he would not 
prevent the State from objecting to the witnesses, but 
indicated they should be on the list as potential witnesses. 
Mr. Lee concurred. 
There was some discussion about the defendant being in the 
courtroom while the jurors were completing the questionnaire. 
Clerk Minute Entry 1 /070 
Mr. Lee indicated he would defer the security issues to the 
Sheriff's office. 
The Court advised the clerk would revise the questionnaire 
and email the final copy to the parties. The clerk would 
begin making copies the afternoon of April 3. 
Telephone Conference ended 3:37 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty J. Dressen 
Clerk of the District Court 
By 
Clerk 
Clerk Minute Entry 2 
/071 
FILED 
THIRD clUD!C!/\L DISTF~ICT COURT 
APR 022008 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL I~~~~~c';:·:~£:::ir:;'J._ 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 0 ~!!E , Deputl 
THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
HECTOR ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
) CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
) 
) 
) JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
You have taken an oath to truthfully, correctly, and completely answer the following 
questions. PLEASE ANSWER EACH AND EVERY QUESTION. 
The information which you give in your answers to this questionnaire will be used only 
by the court and the parties to select a qualified jury. After a jury has been selected, all copies of 
your response to this questionnaire will be returned to the Clerk of the Court and kept in 
confidence, under seal, not accessible to the public or the media. The attorneys are under orders 
to maintain the confidentiality of any information they learn in the course of reviewing this 
questionnaire. 
Please answer each question as completely and accurately as you can. Your complete 
written answers will save a great deal of time for the Court, the parties and you. There are no 
right or wrong answers to the questions. In order to ensure that your answers are not influenced 
by the opinions of others, you should fill out the questionnaire by yourself without consulting or 
talking with any other person. 
You are expected to sign your questionnaire, and your answers will have the effect of a 
statement given under oath to the court. What is needed is your very best, honest effort to 
answer the questions contained in the questionnaire. 
If you cannot answer a question because you do not understand it, write "Do not 
understand" in the space after the question. If you cannot answer a question because you don't 
know the answer, write "Do not know" in the space after the question. If you need extra space to 
answer any question, please use the extra blank sheets of paper included at the end of the 
questionnaire. Be sure to indicate on the blank page the number of the question you are 
answering. 
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Please write or print legibly. If your answers are illegible, you may be required to 
re-copy your answers. Please print dark enough to make copies: 
Please also write your assigned juror number at the designated space at the bottom 
of every page. 
General Background Information 
1. Your full name: 
-----------------------------------------(First, Middle, Last) 
2. Age: Sex: ________ _ 
3. List any other names you've ever been known by: _________________ __ 
4. Date of birth: 
--------------------------------
5. Place of Birth: 
----------------------------------
6. City of residence: ________________________________ _ 
7. Are you comfortable reading, listening, and comprehending the English Language? 
DYes 0 No 
If no, please explain? ________________________________________ _ 
How long have you lived you now reside? 
--------------------.------
8. Where else have you lived? __________________________________ _ 
9. What is your occupation and who is your employer? _________________ _ 
10. What is your current employment status: 
o Full time 0 Part time 0 Retired 0 Disabled 0 Unemployer 
11. What were your past occupations and who were your employers? _________ _ 
12. Family Information: Number of Children and Ages: ________________ __ 
13. What is your marital status? ______________ _ 
14. Spouse's or significant other's current occupation and employer? 
------------
15. Spouse's or significant other's current employment status: 
o Full time 0 Part time 0 Retired 0 Disabled 0 Unemployer 
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16. Spouse's or significant other's past occupations and employers: _______ _ 
17. If you have any kind of health problem: vision problems, hearing problems, or any 
current physical or emotional problems, which may make it difficult for you to serve 
as ajuror, please state the nature briefly. 
18. Do you have any problems or areas of concern at home or at work that might interfere 
with your duties as a juror during trial? ................................................. DYes D No 
If yes, what are they? _________________________ _ 
19. Have you or your significant other ever served in any branch of the armed services? 
DYes D No 
If yes, 
Branch: 
------------------------------Rank: 
--------------------Type of discharge: __________________________ _ 
Dates of service: 
---------------------------
Places of service: 
--------------------------Special Training: _______________________ __ 
20. How often do you read/watch/listen to the following 
Newspaper 0 Frequently 0 Occasionally 0 Hardly Ever 
Radio 0 Frequently 0 Occasionally 0 Hardly Ever 
TV 0 Frequently 0 Occasionally 0 Hardly Ever 
Internet 0 Frequently 0 Occasionally 0 Hardly Ever 
Magazines 0 Frequently 0 Occasionally 0 Hardly Ever 
21. Have you ever been elected or appointed to serve on a government or regulatory board 
(for example: school board, citizen's task force, etc.) .......................... DYes D No 
If yes, please explain: _________________________ _ 
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22. Do you have a religious or moral position with respect to sitting in judgment upon 
another person? If so, please explain your position: 
23. Have you, any member of your family, ever been involved in a civil lawsuit? 
o Yes 0 No 
If yes, please check where appropriate: 
o Plaintiff 0 Defendant 0 Witness 
Please also state the nature of the lawsuit and the outcome: 
24. Have you ever served on a jury or a grand jury before? ....................... 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, please answer the following: 
State Court ........... 0 Yes 0 No Number of times: 
-------------------
Federal Court ....... 0 Yes 0 No Number of times: 
-------------------
Civil Case ............. O Yes 0 No Number of times: 
-------------------Criminal Case ....... O Yes 0 No Number of times: 
--------------------
Grand Jury ............ O Yes 0 No Number of times: 
--------------------Coroner's Inquest.O Yes 0 No Number of times: 
--------------------
a. Were you ever the foreperson? .............................................. 0 Yes 0 No 
b. Did you participate in the deliberations? ............................... Yes 0 No 
c. If your prior jury service was not a grand jury: 
Was a verdict reached? ................................................................ 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, what was the verdict? __________________________________ _ 
If no, was no verdict reached because the jury could not agree on a verdict or was 
there some other reason? 
d. Please briefly describe the cases where you served as a juror: __________ _ 
e. How do you feel about your prior jury experience? ________________ _ 
f. Was there anything about your experience as a juror that left you reluctant 
to serve on a jury again? .............................. 0 Yes 0 No 
Please Explain: _____________________________________________ _ 
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25. Have you or a family member or close personal friend had any experience or 
involvement in the following areas: 
Self Family Friend No 
Legal Field 
Police/Law Enforcement 
Court System 
Coroner's Office 
Psychology/Mental Health 
Medicine 
Medical Research 
Medical Testing 
Emergency/Rescue/CPR 
Social Worker 
Ministry 
26. If yes, please explain experience or involvement in each area: ________ _ 
27. Have you ever observed any of the following? 
Human Corpse 0 Yes 0 No 
Medical Operation 0 Yes 0 No 
An Autopsy 0 Yes 0 No 
Victims of a violent accident or crime 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, please list the circumstances of your observation? ____________ _ 
28. If you are selected as a juror in this case, you may be required to view autopsy 
photographs of the body of the victim. The court recognizes that this is not pleasant 
for anyone. Will viewing such photographs affect your ability to consider this case 
objectively and to follow the instructions of the court? ___________ _ 
Yes No 
----
29. Have you, a close friend, or a family member ever participated in any groups 
concerned with crime prevention or victim's rights?D Yes 0 No 
If yes, what is that person's relationship to you: ________________ _ 
What group(s)? __________________________ _ 
Describe its purpose and your or their participation in it: ____________ _ 
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30. Are you familiar with firearms? ..................................................................... 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, do you own a firearm? ........................................................................ 0 Yes 0 No 
31. Do you have any specialized training with respect to the use of firearms? 
........................................................................................................................ DYesDNo 
If yes, please list: __________________________ _ 
32. In the privacy of your own horne by what terms do you and members of your household 
refer to Mexican Americans? 
33. Have you ever had a negative experience with a person of another race? .... 0 Yes 0 No 
Please explain: ___________________________ _ 
34. Do your children, nieces, nephews, or close personal friends go to school with children of 
other races? ................................................................................................... 0 Yes 0 No 
Have they ever had problems with those children .......................................... 0 Yes 0 No 
Please explain: _______ . ____________________ _ 
35. Have you seen others behave in a racist manner? ........................................ 0 Yes 0 No 
Please explain: ___________________________ _ 
36. Have you ever felt racial tension? ................................................................. 0 Yes 0 No 
Please explain: ___________________________ _ 
37. Have you, or has someone close to you ever been accused of or arrested for any crime? 
o Yes, I have 
o No, I haven't 
DYes, someone close to me has 
o No, someone close to me has not 
If you answered yes to any of the above, please explain: ____________ _ 
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38. Have you, a member of your family, or a close friend ever been a defendant in a criminal 
case? .............................................................................................................. 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, please state the name of the defendant(s), the crime(s) charged, and the outcome of 
the case(s) ____________________________ _ 
39. Have you ever been a witness in a criminal trial? ........................................ 0 Yes 0 No 
Briefly describe the case or circumstances under which you became a witness: 
40. Have you, a relative, or a close friend ever been an irunate in any type of penal institution? 
Yes 0 No 
If yes, please state the person incarcerated, the place incarcerated, and the period of 
incarceration: 
-----------------------------------------
Law Enforcement 
41. Have you ever been involved in any way with military law enforcement, court(s) 
martial or investigations? ...................................................................... 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, please explain: __ _ 
42. Do you have any friends or relatives in law enforcement?O Yes 0 No 
If yes, please explain: __________________________________________ _ 
43. Have you, your family members, or a close personal friend ever been employed with 
any of the following agencies: 
Self Family Friend No 
Government Investigative Agency (FBI, 
Secret Service, etc.) 
Government Intelligence Agency (CIA, 
DEA, NSA, etc.) 
A Prosecutor or Law Enforcement 
Agency(US Attorney, Dept. of Justice, 
Attorney General's Office, District 
Attorney, Local or State Police, Sheriff, 
etc.) 
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Any City, County, State or Federal 
Correctional Institution, including the 
Idaho State Correctional Institution (ISCI) 
A Criminal Defense Office 
An investigator for a criminal defense 
office? 
If yes to any of the above, please give details. When? What Agency? In What Capacity? 
44. A. Have you ever called the police for any reason? ............................. 0 Yes No 
If yes, please explain: ____________________________ _ 
B. Have the police ever helped you in any way, or have you had a positive experience with a 
law enforcement officer? 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, please explain: 
-----------------------------
45. Have you, your spouse, a relative, or a close friend ever had an unpleasant experience 
involving a police officer or law enforcement? ..................................... 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, please describe: _________________________ _ 
46. What are your thoughts or opinions, if any, about law enforcement in general? 
47. Would you tend to believe a police officer more than other witnesses?D Yes 0 No 
If yes, please describe: _________________________ _ 
48. The Fruitland Police Department was the primary investigating agency in this case. 
Do you have any personal or professional opinions regarding the Fruitland Police 
Department? 
If yes, please describe: _________________________ _ 
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Experts & Expert Witnesses 
49. Have you, any family member, or close personal friend ever studied psychiatry or 
psychology, either formally or informally? (or worked for a person in one of these fields) 
DYes D No 
If yes, please describe briefly: ______________________ _ 
50. Do you, or any family members or close friends, have any specialized experience, training 
or knowledge of street gangs? DYes D No 
51. Are you or do you know anyone who was or is a member of a street gang? D Yes D No 
If yes, please state how you know this person and what street gang you or they are/were 
associated with. If it is not you, explain the nature of your relationship to that 
52. What are your thoughts or feelings, either positive or negative, about psychiatrists, 
psychologists or other mental health professionals? ________ . 
53. Do you have any special training or knowledge in the field of Genetics, Ballistics, DNA 
testing, or Crime Scene Investigation? .......................................................... DYes D No 
If yes, please explain the circumstances: __________________ _ 
54. Do you have any opinion about the reliability of Ballistics testing results? DYes D No 
If yes, please explain: _________________________ _ 
55. Do you have any opinion about the reliability of DNA testing results? DYes D No 
If yes, please explain: _________________________ _ 
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56. Do you have any opinion about the reliability of Crime Scene Investigation? 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, please explain: ________________________ _ 
57. Do you think television shows such as CSI and Law and Order, portray real scientific 
equipment and technology? ................................ , ........................ 0 Yes 0 No 
Please explain: __________________________ _ 
58. What is your opinion of forensic experts? 
59. Would you tend to disbelieve the testimony of an expert witness because they are being 
paid? .................................................................................... 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, please explain: ________________________ _ 
Attitudes about the l.law 
60. Which best describes how you behave when you believe that you are correct about 
something? (Check one) 
o Always hold my ground 
o Generally hold my ground 
o Generally hold my ground, but can be swayed by forceful arguments 
o Generally am swayed by others 
o Almost always am swayed by others 
61. When you feel you are correct, will you still listen to the arguments of others who do 
not agree with you? ................................................ 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, are you sometimes persuaded to change your positions? ............... 0 Yes 0 No 
Please explain: __________________________ _ 
62. Are you opposed to trial by jury? ......................................................... 0 Yes 0 No 
If yes, please explain: ________________________ _ 
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63. How do you think or feel about the process of jury selection? ________ _ 
64. The jury in this case will be instructed not to read, watch, or listen to any news accounts of 
this trial until it is completed and not to talk to anyone about this case, not even to one 
another, until the jury retires to deliberate. Would you find it difficult to follow this 
instruction for any reason? ............................................................................ 0 Yes 0 No 
If so, please explain: _________________________ _ 
65. Do you believe the jury system in this country is a fair system? ......... D Yes 0 No 
66. Under our Constitution, a defendant in a criminal case is presumed to be innocent. A 
defendant begins the trial with a clean slate with no evidence against him. 
(a) Do you feel that a defendant should not be presumed innocent? 
Yes [] No [] 
(b) Do you feel that the defendant is probably guilty because he/she has been 
charged with a crime? Yes [ ] No [] 
(c) Would you be unwilling to give the defendant the presumption of 
innocence? Yes [] No [] 
67. Under our Constitution, the state is required to prove a defendant guilty beyond a 
reasonable doubt. Proof beyond a reasonable doubt requires more than merely proof that 
something probably happened. Reasonable doubt is defined as follows: It is not mere 
possible doubt, because everything relating to human affairs is open to some possible 
or imaginary doubt. It is the state of the case which, after the entire comparison and 
consideration of all the evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors in that condition that 
they cannot say they feel an abiding conviction of the truth of the charge. 
(a) Do you feel that the state's burden of proof should be a lower standard 
than proof beyond a reasonable doubt? Yes [] No [] 
(b) Do you feel that you would apply a lesser burden than proof beyond a 
reasonable doubt? Yes [] No [] 
(c) Do you feel that the burden of proof should be greater than beyond a 
reasonable doubt, such as proof beyond any possible doubt or proof to an 
absolute certainty? Yes [] No [] 
If you answered "yes" to any of (a), (b) or (c) above, please explain your answer 
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68. The jury will decide whether the defendant is guilty or not guilty. The judge will 
instruct the jury on the law applicable to this case and it is the jury's duty to follow the law 
as given by the judge. Will you follow the instructions upon the law given by the judge 
even if you thought the law was different or disagree with the law as instructed by the 
judge? 
DYes 0 No 
If you answered "No," please explain your answer: _____________ _ 
69. Do you want to be a juror in this case? ................................................ O Yes 0 No 
Please explain: __________________________ _ 
Case Specific Information 
70. In this case, Hector Almaraz, is charged with Murder in the First Degree. The State 
of Idaho charges that Hector Almaraz shot Gabriel Flores at the Club 7 Bar in 
Fruitland, Idaho, on or about April 23, 2006. Please indicate what, if anything, you 
have heard, seen, or read about case, and from what source? 
Please explain: ______________ " ___________ " __ 
71. Are you acquainted with the defendant Hector Almaraz? .............. DYes D No 
If Yes, Please indicate the nature of your relationship: _____________ _ 
72. Were you acquainted with the alleged victim, Gabrial Flores? .......... O Yes No 
If Yes, Please indicate the nature of your relationship: ____________ _ 
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73. Are you, any member of your family, or are any of your close friends acquainted with any 
of the people listed below? Please check or circle the names where appropriate: 
Witnesses 
General: 
o Stephanie Flores 
o Oscar Tamez 
o Jessica Martinez 
o Marisol Flores 
o Veronica Martinez 
o Cynthia Pierson 
o Marissa Flores 
o Steve Craft 
o Chet Bettencourt 
o Tina Flores 
o Marcella Galan 
o Eleanor Lawson 
o Diana Flores 
o Conrad Flores 
o Geraldo Gonzalez 
o Johnny Gonzalez 
o Mike Morris 
o Jesse Reyes 
o Chad Griffon 
o Orville George 
o Jose Flores o Sandra Tamez 
o Oscar Tamez Jr. o Carlos Tamez 
o Chaylene Martinez o Jose M. Flores 
o Victor Flores o Leanne Johnston 
o Paul Martinez o JC Carbajal 
o Heather Burke o Placido Martinez 
o Cruz Iracheta o Brandy Manzo 
o Deanna Craft o BJ Barenes 
o Amanda Martinez o Jackie Martinez 
o Jennifer Fenn o Gabriel Flores Jr. 
o Mandy Sali o Mandi Peterson 
o Adam Saldana o Marcos Valenzuela 
o Jesus Diaz o Jesus Diaz Jr. 
o Rosa Flores o Thomas Flores 
o Chavala Flores o Ruben Gonzalez 
o Nancy Hernandez o Kathy Flanders 
o Brett Veter o Ruben Fabilla 
o Abel Lopez o Jim Bell 
o Craig Payne o Kevin Bright 
o Callie Ashton o Meagan Ashton 0 Grant Borge 
o Cris Burton DAndrea Castellanoz-Nunez 
o Kelby Cleaver o Vanessa DelGado 0 Ebbe Ebbesen 
o Angel Elliot 
o Grant Fredericks 
o Juan Irracheta 
o Connie Lake (George) 
o Ismelda Longoria 
o Monica Martinez 
o Robert Montgomery 
o Natalie Orosco 
o Juan Perez 
o Shawn Sivero 
o Janet Stinnett 
oGene Ervast 
o Kenneth Hust 
o Juan Jimenez 
o Armando Landin 
o Melissa Lopez 
o Fabian Mata 
o Randy Moore 
o Thomas Overstreet 
o Dawna Peterson 
o James Stephens 
o Willian1 Stinnett 
o William Viers 0 Carolina Villegas 
o Karen Walker 0 Randy Walker 
o Tony Tesnohlidek 0 Hector Almaraz 
o Veronica Almaraz 0 Lisa Almaraz 
o Marivel (de Isidro) Almaraz 
o Hector Almaraz (Esquivel) 0 Elidia Almaraz (Esquivel) 
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o Sandra Ferreira 
oBrian Irby 
o Trudi Johnson 
o Thomas Loa 
o James Maire 
o Priscilla Mata 
o Jason Motzkus 
o Franchelle Oviedo 
o Thomas Salazar 
o Julie Stephens 
o Greg Sudderth 
o Custodian of Records-Cingular 
o Kelly Wren 
o Manual Almaraz 
o Jessica (de Isidro) Almaraz 
o Rosie Almaraz (Esquivel) 
o Norma Almaraz (Esquivel) 
Juror No: 
----
o Isidro Almaraz (Esquivel) 0 Rogelio Almaraz (Esquivel) 
o Arturo Almaraz (Esquivel) 0 Elvia Almaraz (Esquivel) 0 Victor Almaraz (Esquivel) 
DJuan Jose Almaraz (Esquivel) 0 Michael Almaraz (Esquivel) 
o Adelina Almaraz (Esquivel) 0 Romelia Almaraz (Esquivel) Brito 
o Jacqueline Sue Aman 0 Juan Aman 0 Stephanie Barker 
o Craig Beaver, PhD 0 Felipe Brito 0 Rosa Brito Reyes 
o Casey Brumfield 0 Gina Burton 0 Richard C Cervantes, PhD 
o Tiffany Marie Cole 0 Daniel Dominguez 
o Dave Cleverdon, DTX Media 
o J Esplin 0 Starla Funderbaugh 
o Oscar (Bubba) Garcia 0 Mercedes Garred 
o Joel (Joey) Garza 0 George Gomez 
o Laura Gomez Cabanilla 0 Emanuel Gonzalez 
o Justin Grieber 0 Judy Grimes 
o Sandra Hendry 0 Kristopher Hensley 
o Jesus Iniguez 0 Juanita Iniguez 
o Michael La Rondelle 0 Michelle Leaton 
o Pamela Marcum 0 Gonzalo Mata 
o Walter Mata 0 Jesus Mendoza 
o Michaela (Mickey) Morales 
o Dean Muchow 0 Victor Negrete 
o Juanita Ortega 0 Freddy Ortega 
o Levi Patterson 0 Susan Pennington 
o Mariano Perez Anna Ponce 
o Crystal Regalado 0 Daniel Reisberg, PhD 
o Daniella Reyes 0 Benjamen Reyes 
o Jack T Robinson 0 Jessie (Pelon) Rodriguez 
o Mike Smith 0 "Tom Tom" 
o Armando Torres-Garcia 0 Simona Torres 
o Eferen Vega 0 Tom Watson 
o Angela Whitfield 0 Chase Widner 
o Mormand (Norm) Zachary 
Fruitland Police Department: 
o David Bruseau 0 Chris Hall 
o Victor Lugo 0 Jeff Morford 
o Stephanie Steele 0 Terry Tams 
Ontario Police Department: 
o Mark Alexander 0 Justin Cooper 
o Victor Grimaldo 0 Steve Mallea 
o Andrew Willard 
Payette Police Department: 
o Garry Toth 0 John Plaza 
Payette County Sheriff's Department: 
o Andy Creech 0 Danyel Joines 
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o Nicholas Echanis 
o Dan Godines 
o Gary Garrison 
o Rosario Gomez (Morales) 
o Roger Carl Gordon 
o Matt Grover 
o Incarnacion Iniguez 
o Dawn Iverson 
o Doug Lloyd 
o Deanna Mata 
o Elizabeth Moncoda 
o Mari Morales 
o MaryNye 
o Kellie Parish 
o Maribel Perez 
o Maria Ramirez, AKA TBD 
o Rigo Reyes 
oMary M Rivas 
o Stephanie Schwartz 
o Samson Torres Garcia 
o Dianna Lynne Whelch 
o Steven Glenn Woodall 
o JD Huff 
o Kent Sloan 
o Jon Esplin 
o William Snyder 
Juror No: 
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Payette County Coroner's Office: 
o Keith Schuller 0 Dr. Glen Groben-Ada County Coroner 
Payette County Paramedics: 
o Larry Griggs 0 Cindi Shaver 
Payette County Prosecutor's Office: 
o Brian Lee 0 Anne-Marie Kelso 
Attorneys Representing Defendant; Hector Almaraz: 
o Van Bishop 0 Nancy Callahan 0 Rolf Kehne 
Lab Witnesses: 
o Gary Cushman 
o Stuart Jacobson 
o Dwight Van Hom 
o John Jacobson 
o Suzanne Ulery (Ryan) 
Nampa Police Department: 
o Jason Cantrell 
o Stacy Guess 0 Cindi Hall 
o Ann Nord 0 Rylene Nowlin 
o Chain of Custody witnesses-ISP 
o Jaco Swanepoel 0 Ellie Salmon 
o Donna Meade 
Caldwell Police Department: 
o Rob Lindberg 0 A. Pittz 
74. If you have checked or circled any of the names preceding this question, describe how you 
know that person and the nature of your relationship: 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the forgoing answers to each question are true and 
correct, to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
Printed N arne 
Signature Date 
Juror Number 
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Original 
BRIAN LEE 
Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North 
Room #105 
Payette, Id. 83661 
(208) 642-6096 
Fax: (208) 642-6099 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
) MOTION TO CONTINUE 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
State of Idaho ) 
ss 
County of Payette ) 
Anne-Marie Kelso, the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. On February 13,2007, an Order directing shipment of the evidence and exhibits for 
testing was filed by the District Court. The order required the Fruitland Police to send all 
physical evidence to the Defendant's laboratory in Hayward, California. The Order 
required the evidence be returned after testing was completed. 
2. On February 14,2007, the evidence was sent by the Fruitland Police Department, as 
required by the Court's order. See Exhibit "A" attached hereto. 
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3. In January, February and March, 2008, the State repeatedly made requests for the return 
of said evidence. At the last Motion hearing in February of 2008, Attorney Van Bishop 
stated that the laboratory had sent the evidence back via Federal Express. 
4. As oftoday's date, neither this office nor the Fruitland Police Department has received 
said evidence. 
otary Public for Idaho 
Residing a~:"-1M (J/!1fl4-1J~, ID. 
My CommIssIOn ExpIres: 2/ J 7/ dell 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the 3rd day of April, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the method (s) indicated below, 
to the person (s) listed below: 
Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave. Rd. Suite B 
Nampa, Id. 83606 
465-5881 
Nancy Callahan 
10 1 Canal Street 
Emmett,ID. 83617 
365-1646 
Hand Delivery __ 
/'\ 
U.S. Mail!t' ! Facsimile 
\ 
\. 
~ 
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...".ooJl ......... LVVV VV. ,JU 
4- • 4 
Sh Ipment Receipt (Keep th ;s for yO lJr r-'?':0rd~ ; 
Tr3ll'\uction Date 14 feb 20{)7 
Add~$S Information 
Skip 1'0: 
r-ar<!nsif, AnalytiC/it S~,eCl,):tcS 
Forc::ns.: Sdelc:e DIvision 
377.1 Depo: Rcwl, 5 1J1te 409 
HAYVvARJ CA 945'.5"2761 
Shipment lnfof'mation 
Service: 
'GU<Ir<~ntee-'J By ; 
Ql.lanWm View Notify SM 1: 
Ship; Oeli\:er)·; Ext.':.('..pton 
Quan-tum VIew Nottfy SM 2: 
snip: ')elil;('ry; e)«;e: ;':.t:l!m 
Quantum View Notify SM 3: 
S r;ip; D(~!tvery; ExCePtion 
E-m;t:11 fa ilure Notifit:ation: 
Quantum View Notify SM 
Shipping; 
Special Instructions 
Shipper: 
Citv Of r-ultl<ll"d 
Tc~r'i Tam!: 
2-:;'3·452-3001 
Fruitland PoliCl:) Department 
2j0 Scuth Whitley DrM? 
PO Box 324 
f'Rl.ilTLAND JD 83619 
L PS !'\ext Day .. \ir 
1.0:30 AH, T"tvrs. 1S Fet: . 
200'1 
tt13l'Jls@ff'll !tlaNl.org 
ttams@ifrlli llarl{).org 
Tot,, !: 
n~j s S1ipment ;(!C\," lres that you ~ollow t'le <,;p~Cial prOCedurE-.S OCIOt,': 
UPS Customer: 
Ship fr'olm 
City Of frul:;j;'J.j 
T {~;ry Ttl i'r.~ 
)00·45: -3001 
fn.litian:1 Police De;:;ar1"nen[ 
200 SeLt:. "'/!, iUcy D,I\'e 
PO Box 324-
H,UI1LAND JD 8J6~9 
No Ch1lrg e 
No Ch,;!'se 
~·l02.)2 
1. rIVe \:oP; t~" of thiS receipt w.ll bo plifl~i.d "tong 'I'.~th ','our label(s ) P"t,. .. ldr" one CODY to U I>S and !';,rs.ure the cth~:r 
capy ;S Sigowi by thE' UPS Driver or a UPS Customer cente' rem~5t:i:l';;iJve Clnd retvm-ed to YO~ . TI :e Signed copy of 
this re.-cl'!lplis y,lur proof tNt UPS ,ll.lS lK,cpt(~d t!1t1 P;'lck;~gr:ls}. and wl1 be r>9Quir<!<i to <,,,Yt'\l! ,) claim. 
2. Co:;f:rrn t'1c sf' ipment IS properlypacke<!: 
Paellag og ilrrd tape arc in g:loa cONlitian. 
C;;ntents do nct move when till:! packa'le j ;; fl" (N~d vI" .:;halun. 
Laotli IS I.~ib'c and properiy laste:\L>O to tM PilClQige. 
UPS Driver or UPS Custotrn'!r Celrter Representlltive; 
Scal) the p~ck<lge(s) <;lnd slgr; one copy of this rtJceipt ;'''Id retwf' it to r.he o.js~()mer. 'I he S€<>:>rO copy or' U e ,·('cr. 'pt 
s!',()uid acccmpany tile ~'f-ta¥1 .. ·' . ~!';) i'!.Od .. must be. prOVided to YOJi ~'~). r' r '. ; ;JOi~ Y'. our returr.:c the t.'\!IlC:;!1{i9 !~e.:, i,'i:a 
procedure). \~ \(,.Gv~'v"' :~_~ . \,.-A(~ .. A.¢~·l.). (),~-l.C: . 1.) 1 ~ :-.,.. ... .. 
ReCetVca And St.a~ lrl>';!d 8y (~nnt } S\gnatur~ . . Date 
Padtage Information 
P.u:kagB 1 of 2 
'7(1)c"ing lI/um beJ': 
Pa CKage Type: 
D~rne-(1gK)ns : 
Ad 'Jai Weight: 
Billable wciqrt: 
Delivery Confirmation: 
3 of 6 
l ZV7 W679Al94151269 
Your Fackag;1'19 
12 x 11 )( Sin. 
1.51bs 
·1.0 tbs 
. Il,(lu;t Signature Req'.:~red 
IOCJ3 
, ~ ~; ~bit
. . . . .. ""' . .. ',.,~;>.2 • 
fJage 1/~ 
O~ ,· 14 .!20(r' l·t:?\) 
t rrs hllctrlct Shippilllr Labd'R.::c.: ipt 
Declared Value Amo\lnt; 
A"nmlpna,e:H, N.lmC8r: 
Pllc:kage 2 of 2 
Tta::klf:g N,;'n:lr:-r: 
P'ack:1qe T ¥;.'~: 
[);i\,·cnsio:,\s: 
Actua' "Veigh!: 
oill?oi" Weight: 
Delivery Confirmation: 
DecJared Value Amount: 
A~V~)Drj<lHCn NUm:l';': 
Billing Information 
am Shipping Charges to: 
Total: 
lOG,aO '-'SD 
2006U454 
l,ZY7W6t9A29J855177 
Yc'..r Pa<:k~iln0 
16x 10" tOm, 
7.0 :t>S 
90 il:>!> 
MIJ!t SICjoilture Req~in:d 
1, :tOO, GO USC 
20()6·()24S·~ 
StliDPer'.; Acc(;unt Y7W629 
All Shipping Charges In USD '-+*12.2,42 
" 1'(',( delivery aM :JII<ln.lm~ mformation, s~e th: UPS S"'"Vit::~ Gul::le, T<> Spe.(lK to a wst.f)~~t'\l' service r~preSf'ntativ(:, 
c,,: 1 B:Yl-PlC!(-l)PS for domCf>tlc se'",ces an:! 1·800-782" ;'H92 1'0:' intem3tic:-. .a1 s~:viC;i;'s. 
R.esponslbllity for Los!:> 0]' OamagQ 
unle;~ (j .;;~ei)l.er value 15 ~ecor de-j Iii ne declarea ,,·ab.:: "foekl as bPprO)~;l1te for t,,!:, UPS si'lIDpmg system tlS",rl, rM 
s!~.pp.;c <!'g:.:>t''' rhj';~ the released VE.:JC of e<ten pac<<l-ge c\lve:e;l 0)' t:'\:<: recaipt ,S fO grciHer th::sn $100, wh,e"! rS;; 
,eil~0n{l:)"" viLie \mder the CifCt1mstances sur-(JI,ndi'lg1he :ril'~spcrt6t;Cln. If dcditl::na1 ;::r';:,te;:tI::n IS CeSIr£!d, 11 stlipper 
",ilY iI,O'ffic,e UPS';lrml; of lIat,:r,,,-y ty dedarlng ,~ :-::gber vel...e "r~d pllymg an additional c'arg6. UP'S dOfrs nct artf>pt 
for t-ansportabml ;;rd ;;'".t;::,O"-"'s requc;;;tm;J !:i(ir;IICe thro(h)n ttl!'!' !ntl"f'net are pror.ib,:ec ~:v;;. sIJppi1g packa.~;e5 w;t'1 (l 
\fa uc ::t more than $50,001). The r"ax rnwn liabluty ;:Jef ~ckaiJ~ ~s.stJmed by UPS shall ,ct e)(cl~ed SSO ,noo, n,g;m:;:~\,~ 
of vt\IU€ excess 0l tn(: maXl:'!'U(1l, Cia: '~s ,T,~~ ,'I::tt,ir f1l1'1e month'4 after cel:VCry ;:;f til;;; ~i:l'k,,,;<£ (SIxty :::-l'!y~ fc~ 
i()tGrr;<I~u:"al ,I'Hnml'fI!<;:, or if) the c;.;se 0 1 to ma<i:! Gf' ivery, nine f"lo;~tI)S after <I rt,<!l;<;n;,llle trfO-e br C~hV<':f''r' 
has ,,~I,,~'sr;;i! (Sixty d~ys 'o,1tematiorni s:::pml?nt$), :;;:;4:, tli; do'.",mec \WiIV!l!(L n',e entry of.) CO,D nrnow:~ !s not il 
d(~c;J'at!0fl c' valu\? fO~ ,-"-nag,, ~1\JfPtl;;~s. AI ::flecks Of ot~'e~ negotll.lhl~ 'nst-\,rrents tend,!I";:c ;r, ;)Il.yrner,t 01 C D.D. 
wll! ~'C? i?~cP'pte.1 t,y HI'S a: shipper's fisk. U?5 $;:-,1111 not :;)E! II!lo;e ':Ir any speoal, inCIdent:,;!, or {.(J;1 seq Ul': ,\tlll 1 (l",r~.lj9€s. 
AI! shlpine:;t~ are s<.!bJec:: tu n • .; t"rms an;1 cond,tions co:-,ta:;;~d rn I'he UPS Tar ff and ttlC: U!>S Term" "no C"fld,tions of 
Serv!ct:, whre!) CiJ" lje f:)'j~ld at wV.'Al,I.D!>.LOfn. 
t-'age".l./':J 
~ ... . ' . ... :': .. ... rrP!I 
\ 
,. __ ....... -- .... 
Perio -nding 
Fei)fUarV 20, 20D? 
ShiPp€-rY7W··529 
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Delivery Confirmation Service 
ATT~ I POLICE DEPT 
CITY OF fRUITLAND 
PO SOX .l('l, 
FRIJIHAMD to 
83b)'9-032~2l.fa 
Thank you for lIslng UPS. Tho charges for the following Confirmation of 
Delivery responses Rre incltnle(j in your UPS Delivery Bill for the week 
ending 02-24-07 < 
ResPonses Enclosed 2 
• Conftrmationof Delivery 
, I 
". , . !'lhilipm No, 'f7W~'2'?J Nr) 1 ZY7WnZ9A21131J!':-&2 77 
" CHV OF FJ:!l!nLAND 
~ Confirmation of Delivery 
, 1 ..  , Shipper No, Y7W t;2~ No, '2'(/W(l;>() .'2~14j512f,'~ 
. - CI1Y Of flumAND 
1095 
f-'age 3/9 
-&.:-= 
MfI.···· ~ 
fjl/WNCWpn 
1~5g900000Yl~6797. '989/300011445 
Mil DI 011899 54443 ~ 50 ft 
n .. l,ull .. II'1 till U,I,.II ..... Uu.I,I,I, ,I~ .I,(,llllI"I.1 
AITN: PJLIClUtrr 
crrv (If FR\J[TLANli 
PO Bel( ;;;?r. 
IRU lLAN" ID A3619B3~4 
fJage 4/~ 
-l!!!!!'" 
~ 
-
V...,Jtv-.J£VUO uo,~o 
INVOICE 
GOING POST AU 
100 N WHiTlEY DR 
FRUITLAND. ID 83619 
Bill To: 
Fruitland Police Department 
PO Box 324 
Fruitland, 10 83619 
, Q LtCl!!~.ty .... L 
o 
o 
{) 
o 
{) 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
{) 
1 
Fed Ex Expr 2Day em Ref#:3755 
TI1<#:798607809237 
COfltcnts:evidcnce 
No Value Declared 
Scale Wgt: 31.10 Ib 
Forensic Science DiVision 
Forensic Analytical Specialties 
3777 Oepot Rd Ste 409 
Hayward, CA 94545 UnHed States 
lip:94545 Zn:4 Rt Wgt :32 Ib 
FedE)( Expr 2Day em Ref#:3756 
Trk#:791232373877 
Contents:scanoers, evidence 
A-Declared Value: $800.00 
Scale Wgt 38.951b 
ForeosfC Science Division 
Forensic Analytical Specialties 
3777 Depot Rd Ste .409 
Hayward, CA 94545 United Stares 
Zip'94545ln:4 Rt wgt DW:521b 
Version Number: 82.4 IO~7 
Page 5/9 
Phone: 2084 5 Fax 2084523817 
Invoice Number: 4]87 
Date: 02J14/2{)07 
Billing Tenn$: 
Customer: F ru;tland Police Depar:ment 
Reference Number: 2084523001 
Price-l.-·~f~itend.~·-
SubTotal 
Tall 
Tot~' 
Cre<H Card 
0.00 000 
0.00 000 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 000 
0.00 000 
0.00 000 
0.00 000 
0.00 000 
65,20 S5.ZW 
0.00 000 
(l00 0.00 
coo 0.00 
000 0.00 
COO 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
COO 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
101.97 101.97 
'1571 r 
167.17 
000 
16717 
0.00 
167.17 
Totoal Tendered 167.17 
. 0,00 Change 
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• 
lr<est:l t ; 
Auth 'etC: . 
CAl?'t v1\1i!D 
QQ1:nS 
• I':,: l'':'; (',~-\ ..... ':; ' . 
• ~ r~'."'; 
>h:t; c;t-~,~ .. i 
C(')i"9' PQ~tGl' E"Ujsi~.s-g Ce.nt;..\!!'r 
100 ~. w"itl~ Cr, 
:09-452~ S:ltiS 
£,,<>%"..,:1 C1",rk,<::'1<Irl;; RAIlgl"t'*!l. 
l:!14/Z001 1:0~ 31 
n4nJ!Htcti"",lj, 4787 
t .!"!odele FlI;?r :.1')"::1 C"'.t flft ;J!l1ti5 '1 
1. n'k~ .1'9il'5C'I$DH3! >;;-,. p~", J"" 
1 • C:"r,l;fll'l'tli: He..,i d@ln<;.e 
l .J4<l< .... :al,,1)c .o<ecl"" .. tl 
c.Sca'~ wqt: 31.tO 1~ 
1.F.,~e~~~c Sc~onae Oivi~1~n 
l,tor"'IlUC ltrIlllyt:ical Sp"chlt.ieGl 
l.3711 Oep~t ~d st. 409 
1 .lfll;l"'IIr.Q, CJ. ~454S VIl1.t~d Stat'!$" 
1.Z:;.1' :94!>4.S l.r.:~ 1!.t tiqt :3Z 11:< 
I 9 '5,~Q ~5_ZD 
2.. i'edtl<: EY.;;'r m.y O¥« rt~ft ;37~6 
:c Tcrltli t7911:lZ313e;i~ ~V I ~ 
:/ ,Cor;!;;el.'\t;s :s~!I1Itle:rs, ", .. ;:1M!!". 1-
2.1'.-PeehlC&4 Val,.,,· ~800 .ilo 
2.5",.1 .. l't9':.: ~!I.;;5 HI 
2.$'<'rer.",c S.;;:i'DfI;;" Div}.slcl'l 
2.!'·" .. eDUC lI.;'lalytielll Sp~ci .. ltie$ 
2.3'17 ~~ ~d St_ 409 
Z .11"'f'",~d, 0::", !:<4$45 lJn.l.ted Statu 
2 hpdi 454S :11:4 at '~ DW:!l~ 1);, 
1 1, lor. 97 1\11 ,~; 
k1. .. l1C," Pile: 
CC.u:;i; 
Hi" .17 
l67.:P 
~6'i 1"1 
O.OD 
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IT Rill' lAMS :l0!il 
PROPERTY SUMMARY 
"" FAS 01·2006-02454 15116 
dot. CKIES PAWS Of POSSIBLf. suspccr.5:' r//. 1 ~. , uJlL¢tt::k Di)Y j FAS O~·2006·02454 ZSU3 I REEN.'TAN GYM B.t\G CONTA'NING Mise CLO-rt'ING'& TOILl:."RI[S 
~"- FilS 01-Z006-{)1"4e4 l5124 
UNIDEl-oi FREOt£NCY SCA\lNERS 
2- W<lIOEN P,AOlOI FREQUENCY SCANNERS &SHOOTfNG r..tA(',AZIt.J" 
.. ! FAS OJ-11Y.xH~:?454 2512$ ~s OBSERVER FRONl PAGe 04r.W20OG 'MUROEf~ IN Ff\UITI.ANIY 
./'" L F=:AS 01,2006<)2454 2512iS 
! 1 PR BlACK WlWlilTF.: fRANKLIN SA TTING GLOVES FOUND ON 
HIS PERSON 
Y FAS 01·:'?OOS·o::?4S4 25127 W~.MART RCPT r:OR 45 AMMUNITION 
ft V !='AS ()1·:t'006··0:W;4 lliUt 
rMNS BROWN LEATHER e'-foLD WALt E,- W'SSN OF HECTOR [) 
ALMARAZ 
• ;f'" 
X !'"AS 01,2(,,05·1);>454 25129 
(PRNIKE SHOES WORN At TI-lE TIME 01= AflRE:ST IN C.A.tD\NE-L 
"". FAS 1I1·2f]060?454 15131 trfsTo ALBJM. /WSC CO'S 
);:::JAS O' 2000·02454 2$132 
fQSSfL WATCH WJLFATHER BAND, (!REGer. 10 CARD, 
BLOCKBUSTlR CARD 
\"r:. ~I FAS 0' ·2006·024::4 2'5134 ~IISC CL:)THING REMOVED FROM 659 SE 2NOS1, ONTAftlO 
(UV1NORMj 
.~.., lAS OI·200C'{)2454 2S135 
WHITE TENNJS SHOE YW8LUE. .4CCEN r. WOI(N AT ~tME OF 
CAlDWELL t.RREST 
\ /) FAS (Jl·2006-C:245~ 25U& ~ 8. mOVF.S SEIZED I'" SF.ARCH. WARI1ANT ,.]!: ~5 SE CTH ST. 
Forellslt- Sciem;(' llivbh.l!'I 
.'ilt'en~ir A&alyric-:li Spu'aldflO 
37'1' l)e,Jot Rllad, Suitt' 40'1 
Ibywal'(I, Clllif.omill ()~~.i5 
,,------------
7l"'" / ~ ,,::;/<--~ \.. FAS 01·20ClG-O.l'454 2513., ~''- ~- I 
. :.I·ROUND RUGER MAGAZINE 1& 122 AMMUN'nON,FEDcAAL TYPE 
V '; FAS tl1·2006-02454 25138 ~TY PLASTIC SAO pNITll\U.Y CONTAiNED CLOTI1ES WORN DURING HOMICIIlt) '5 
y ':-AS 0,·2006-02454 25139 A. ~ ;:;/ ~6cv J~-lciNIX ARMS 22 CAL PISTCll WiMA.GAZiI\E 4n~50!l »f:rcr~~.? L • .. r 
FAS 01·:;OOO..(l2.t.S4 2514b 
R DENIM PANTS WIBLO\CX lE.6,THfH SELT ~ 
i> PAS ()1·2C06·{Jl454 2$1<'1 ~(l..;\' t'l:>{C €li:;;"" J 
MrXf[) 45 VViNCHESTER AMMUNITION IN BOX 
I-'age l/',J 
1 
V .... /~/'VVU VV . ....,U 
TERRY JAMS 30lt) 
p'RQPEnTY SUM1\1ARY 
, I Y. ,FAS 01-2COf>O?4~4 :ZS14Z '~blCK:lfS BRAND KHAKI PANTS SIrE 4~X::.o ""IiBI,.OOO STAINS 
FAS (l1·ZWQ v2454 25143 ~-" 1.3[3 ) SHEE:T USED BHOW mf; DRYING CLOH,ES IN THE fPD 
F(',.A rCH SHHT' 
\["AS 01200<> 02464 25145 ~TICA :'ji{AND LONG SLE!:Vt:: SHIf~T SZ·Ili. flLUEiTA!I.J PLAID 
SHIRT 
I" 
.V-,-. FA.S 01·2;;06·024(,,1 25140 
qlR BCXER SI-lORrS. 8[1.;£ IN COLOR - 8L()OD STAlNE:> 
r 
\/ FAS 01·1:)06·1)1.454 25147 
1ffiKE BRA~D TP.NK TOP JERSEY REO INCOLOR SZ- XXL. BLOOD 
STAiNED 
LL FAS 01-2:;06·02454 25146 
1·fRUT OF fHE lOOt.JJ BRANC HEAVY COTTON T-SHRT 51-Xl. 
BLOOD STAINED 
./ 
1/ 
.l-FAS O~·2CIOii·0245d l51~ 
1 MIR JORDAN REO,wHITf: SHOE.S. j.·SOCl< (WHilE) 
~.r FAS 01-200t.'H:24t-4 f'",:CO SlitRI/ STHlPcD 25150 
~FAS 01·2()(J6·02454 %5151 
.... ,INCHESiER ,45 CALIBER CASING RECOVEREe AT MU~DER 
sceNE 
'~ FAS 01-2006·02454 lS1S2 
45 CAUBfR PROJECTILE RECOVERED FROM THE BO!)Y OF GABRIEL FLORES 
_~ FAS 01·2006·02454 251&3 
KODAK EASY SHARE CX623Q DIGITAL CAMERA 
I·' 
~ FAS 01·Z006-02454 25154 
A~"lTRON STAINLESS STEEL WRlsr WATCH 
~AS .01.?OO6.024:4 2515S 
aL SWEATSHIRT 
'1) FAS Ol-200EH)Z454 l5156 t' STRlr-EO i>OlO SHIRT 
FAS {)~-200S'()2454 25157 
SROVVN PLAID SHIRT {BUTTON UP) 
..[) FAS 01·7.()06·02454 
fLACK HOODED SWEATSHlRT 
!~ ~AS OJ-2006-02~54 2S159 S SUNG CELL PHONE SCP·20C· ESN DEC' D4[,Q949:';~2 ~ S RNT SANYQ CELL PHONE 641-212·506'9 
1100 
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PROPERTY SUMMARY 
\"\ ~. "AS 01·2OCJ;C'454 25161) I) YO eESLL PHON£: SPH·A620 IS iNT SAMSUNG CeLL PHQII4E 
'\ ~., FAS OI·20(}6·()2454 
~G 
1516' 
I 
, . FAS Oh20()6·02454 25t62 ~ 2 T .N PRINT CARDS W PALM PRINT 
~FAS 
f>['OCK 
o~ ·20 05-02454 Z6201 
22 GLOCK 45 plSrOL 
i FAS 0' .:?006.C;)4'34 25202 
45 CARTRlDGF. FOUNt: IN ::lIS:-Ol 
. <L f' AS O~ -200€-02A54 2'8205 
, n ;>RINT CARD! f:t IMINll. lIDN ~RIN1S 
.L. FAS ()1·;!OOS02454 26206 
~;J PRINT CARi:X ELIMINATION PitlNTS 
• I 
'i FAS 01· 2COQ·0;1404 25130 t~ABS FROM ISP LAB MSRIDIAN. RELATED TO t:>R:JP#~615' 
l FAS 01-2\106-02454 26554 
('~ONER PHO! U IJISK· I-OSPITAL AND .I\UToPSY 
~ FAS 01·2006·024$4 115S'TZ 
BUCAl. $l/u'ABS ~or.., MOUTH Or f·lO"tliS 
/101 
BRIAN LEE 
Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North 
Room #105 
Payette, Id. 83661 
(208) 642-6096 
Fax: (208) 642-6099 
Original 
FILED 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payett.9 Counly, Idaho 
At~ ti 3 2008 
f·4 A.M. PM. 
YJ.DAES~N 
I De uly 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) MOTION TO CONTINUE 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COME NOW, Anne Marie Kelso, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and moves the 
Court for its Order continuing the jury trial by and for the reason that the Defense has failed to 
return any of the physical evidence to the custody of the Fruitland Police Department. The 
evidence includes, but is not limited to, the urCler weapon, ammunition, and clothing which are 
arie Kelso 
eputy Prosecuting Attorney 
/Io?'" 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
C)~ 
I hereby certify that on /'y' day of , 2008, I caused a true and correct o ~,~. ~~---
copy of the foregoing to be forwarded with a re uired charges prepaid, by the method (s) 
indicated below, to the person (s) listed below: 
Van Bishop 
203 1 t h Ave. Rd. Suite B 
Nampa, Id. 83606 
465-5881 
Nancy Callahan 
101 Canal Street 
Emmett,ID. 83617 
365-1646 
Hand Delivery __ 
II {)3 
1 
V AN G. BISHOP 
2 LA W OFFICES OF V AN G. BISHOP 
203-12 TH Avenue Rd. Ste B 
3 Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone: (208) 465-5411 
4 Facsimile: (208) 465-5882 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for the Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PA YETTE 
11 STA TE OF IDAHO, 
12 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case Number CR-2006-1324 
13 vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR INVESTIGATOR 
14 HECTOR B. ALMARl\Z 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------------------) 
COMES NOW, VAN G. BISHOP, of the LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP Attorney 
of record for the above named Defendant and hereby moves the above entitled Court for an Order 
Approving Fees for the Court Appointed Investigator, Jessie H. Garcia, in the amount of$1253.62 
for Defense of the above-named Defendant on the grounds and the reason as outlined in the 
attached "ACTIVITY LOG" and the "AFFIDAVIT" of Jessie H. Garcia, submitted 
contemporaneously herewith. 
DATE "--+-_ day of March, 2008 
/ loLf 
THIRD 
1 VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF V AN G. BISHOP 
2 203-12 TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
3 Telephone: (208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465 5881 
4 ISBN 2740 
5 Attorney for Defendant 
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 I 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25
1 26 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
HECTOR B. ALMARi\.Z 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case Number CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR INVESTIGATOR 
--------------------------) 
IT IS HEERBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in the 
amount of$ 1253.62 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to JESSIE H. 
GARCIA INVESTIGATIONS, 381 W. Idaho Ontario OR 9%91. 
~ ~/?- // 
DATED this t day 0(~h,_2{)08 
/// I 
/ / ! ' 
/ 
G egory M. Culet 
istrict Judge 
/1 D5 
iJURT 
PM. 
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 _12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
HECTOR C. ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FORDTX 
COMES NOW, VAN G. BISHOP, of the LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP, Attorney of 
record for the above-named Defendant and hereby moves the above-entitled Court for an Order Approving 
Fees for the Court Appointed Expert, DTX, in the amount of$ 7,650.00 which is for work done through 
the end of February 2008 for Defense of the above- named Defendant on the grounds and for the reason as 
outlined in the attached Invoice submitted and attached hereto. 
DA TED this 6th day of April 2008. 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR DTX MEDIA / ALMARAZ 
II Dip 
DTX Media 
507 West Hays 
Boise, ID 83702 
Bill to 
Van G. Bishop 
Law Of1kc of Van G. Bishop 
203 12th Avenue Road Ste B 
Nampa, II) 83686 
Order Date Item Description 
3/3!20()S PRODUCT!... Work in progress for January and February 
2008 - additional analysis and development 
of enhanced video surveillance presentation 
for the I·lector Almaraz case 
Qty 
All services and products are provided subject to the Standard Terms and Conditions of 
DTX Media Group. Ltd. Co. 
Past due invoices may be assessed a late charge of 1.5% pcr month. 
1107 
Invoice 
Date Invoice # 
3/3/200S A70323 
Terms Acet Rep Project I 
Price Tax Amount 
7,650.00 7.650.00 
I 
Total $7.650.00 
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 - 12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR C. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------------) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR DTX MEDIA 
--1 
, I 
.' 'j 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in 
the amount of $ 7,650.00 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to 
DTX Media, 507 West Hays, Boise, ID 83702. 
DATED this S day of April 2008. 
( 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR EXPERT DTX MEDIA 
I ALMARAZ 
/ I o? 
VAN G. BISHOP 
LAW OFFICES OF VAN G. BISHOP 
203 _12TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone:(208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5881 
ISBN 2740 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
Defendant ) 
--------------------------) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-1324 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR COURT APPOINTED 
ATTORNEY 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in 
the amount of $ 9,062.50 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to 
VAN G. BISHOP, Attorney at Law, 203 - 1ih Avenue Road Ste. B. Nampa, ID 83686. 
DATED this L day of April, 2008. 
l. 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF FEES FOR COUNSEL / ALMARAZ 
.----.~.---"----, - ...... , l ' 
1 
VAN G. BISHOP 
2 LA W OFFICES OF V AN G. BISHOP 
203-12 TH Avenue Rd. Ste B 
3
4
1 Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Telephone: (208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 465-5882 
5 I ISBN 2740 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Attorney for the Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PA YETTE 
11 STATE OF IDAHO, 
12 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case Number CR-2006-1324 
13 vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR INVESTIGATOR 
14 HECTOR B. ALMARAZ 
15 ) 
Defendant. ) 
16 
----------------------------) 
17 
18 COMES NOW, VAN G. BISHOP, of the LAW OFFICES OF V AN G. BISHOP Attorney 
19 of record for the above named Defendant and hereby moves the above entitled Court for an Order 
20 
Approving Fees for the Court Appointed Investigator, Jessie H. Garcia, in the amount of $4118.25 
21 
for Defense of the above-named Defendant on the grounds and the reason as outlined in the 
22 
23 attached "ACTIVITY LOG" and the "AFFIDA VII" of Jessie H. Garcia, submitted 
24 contemporaneously herewith. 
25 DATED this ___ day of March, 2008 
26 
1 THIRD JUDiCI/\L DISTRrCT COURT 
Pay3ttB County, Ic!c:.ho 
2 Jessie H. Garcia 
381 W. Idaho A
' f"I.R .,\, .-
, r~' i V ~2008 
3 Ontario, OR 97914 ___ -'''' . .rL_. __ EM. 
(541) 889-2351 / (541) 212-9290 
4 FAX (541) 889-6672 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
11 
12 STATE OF IDAHO, 
13 
14 vs. 
15 HECTOR B. ALMARAZ 
16 
17 
18 STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss 
19 County of Canyon ) 
20 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
Case Number CR-2006-1324 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
JESSIE H. GARCIA 
21 Your affiant, Jessie H. Garcia, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
22 follows: 
23 
1. That your affiant has personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein 
24 
25 2. 
The affiant was appointed as Investigator for the defense on August 18,2006. 
26 
Page 1 of2 AFFIDAVIT OF JESSIE H. GARCIA J I' I 
• Deputy 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
3. Attached hereto is a true and correct billing setting forth the hours spent on 
the investigation for the defense of Hector B. Almaraz for Februay 1,2008 
through February 29,2008. All hours are billed at the approved rate of Sixty 
dollars ($60.00) per hour. 
Wherefore, Your affiant respectfully requests that the Order for Payment of 
Investigator Fees submitted herewith be granted. 
DATED this -IL--'---,~day of March, 2008. 
. ~ ". ;;,1,1_.,;:,,; 
i' .. 
*1 r,· 
SUBSCRIl3\ED 
r 
Page 2 of2 AFFIDAVIT OF JESSIE H. GARCIA 
Jessi . H. ar ia 
Affi 11t and Investigator 
...... ·k-
. foi~ me this4ft day of 
/ II p... 
JESSIE H GARCIA 
INVESTIGATIONS AND BILINGUAL SERVICES 
381 W Idaho Ontario, OR 97914 
(541)889-2351 Fax (541)889-6672 
ACTIVITY LOG 
St. of Idaho vs Hector Almaraz 
Payette County Case No. CR2006-1324 
DATE ACTIVITY 
2/5/08 Review video I Team Meeting 
Nampa 
2/6/08 Attend hearing Payette Co. Courthouse 
2/7108 Attend hearing Payette Co. Courthouse 
Met w/attny re: wits/subpoenas/e-mail 
2/8108 Prep and serve subpoenas MeadelSteele 
FPD IISP Meridian, ID IFruitland/Ontario 
2110108 Attempt service on Steele I Ontario x3 
2/11108 Payette Co. Courthouse Return of Service 
Met w/attnys 
2/19/08 Met wi client re: caselofferlpossible wits 
2/20108 Review notes I prep lorganize reports 
TICs-Iverson/Garrard I met w/Torres/Garcia 
Re: ID of Maria 
2/21108 TIC to attny sl Travel to V. Bishop office 
Review new discovery I file 
2/22/08 Atttempt servicellocate wits ISmith 
FruitlandlPayette 
2/23/08 Met wi witnessl J. Almaraz Nampa, Id 
Attempt service/locate wits Smith, Payette 
TIC s. Torres 1M. Ney eviction notice 
1118 
HRS. MILES 
4 72 
2 12 
3 12 
4.5 118 
2.5 36 
1.5 12 
2 12 
3 
2.5 
3 18 
4.5 106 
2/25/08 Prep memos/work product e-mail to artny 
Met w/ A Torres, Maria? Travel to Caldwell 
Re: Iverson 6 76 
2/26/08 Review video re: K Hust / Subpoena Steele 
Lugo FPD / T/C M. NeylK. Parrish/Iverson 
Met w/ S. Torres ?E-mail wit listlPrep memo 7.5 
2/27/08 Review video/transcripts re: K Hust 
/ prep/organize copys/ witness file / 
T/Cs re; Iverson /regalado re:Smith 10.5 
2/28/08 Met A. Ruiz mgr of apts re: evictionINyssa 
Review video/transcripts Hustl 
prep wit binders 6 28 
2/29/08 Review wit /transcripts video /notes 3 
2/1/08 to 2/29/08 SUBTOTALS 65.5 502 
X60.00 X.375 
$3930.00 $188.25 
/11 'f 
FILED 
'"'1 
1 VAN G. BISHOP 
THIRD JUD~Cf;.l !)K:;TFw-;r COURT 
LA W OFFICES OF V AN G. BISHOP 
2 203-12 TH Avenue Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
3 Telephone: (208) 465-5411 
Facsimile: (208) 4655881 
4 ISBN 2740 
5 Attorney for Defendant 
6 
7 
8 
__ ---'f\;'" , __ ~P .. "t 
'{ J. DRESSEN 
9 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PA YETTE 
10 
11 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
12 ) 
Plaintiff, ) Case Number CR-2006-1324 
13 ) 
vs. ) 
14 ) 
ORDER FOR APPROVAL OF 
FEES FOR INVESTIGATOR 
HECTOR ALMARAZ ) 
15 ) 
) 
1 6 Defendant. ) 
---------------------------) 17 
18 
IT IS HEERBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the fees and costs in the 
19 
20 amount of $ 4118.25 are hereby approved to be paid by Payette County, Idaho to JESSIE H. 
21 
22 
23 
GARCIA INVESTIGATIONS, 381 wJ~.:7ontario, OR 97914. 
DA TED this 'f day ~¢li, 2008 / 
# ,? I 
24 
25 
26 
1,'5 
Nancy La Callahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
Rolf Kehne 
Idaho State Bar #2180 
LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
101 Canal Street, 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
--------------------) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT 
OF FORENSIC EXPERT, 
PAMELA MARCUM AS 
MEMBER OF DEFENSE TEAM 
COMES NOW, the above named Defendant, HECTOR B. 
ALMARAZ, by and through his attorneys of record, THE LAW OFFICES 
OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN, and moves this Court for an Order appointing 
PAMELA MARCUM as a member of the Defense team as a replacement 
for DEAN MUCHOW previously appointed by the Court. The reason for 
this change is that given the cost of travel and testimony by Dean 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF FORENSIC EXPERT, 
PAMELA MARCUM AS MEMBER OF DEFENSE TEAM - PAGE 1 
Jlli&> 
Muchow. Pamela Marcum is qualified to testify concerning the 
collection and preservation of forensic evidence at a substantial 
savings to Payette County. Additionally, Ms. Marcum is qualified to 
testify to proper police procedures in the investigation and collection of 
evidence due to her teaching experience at the Idaho POST Academy. 
The hourly rate of compensation for Pamela Marcum is $150.00 
per hour for analysis, review, reports and testimony. Defense 
anticipates 25 hours of analysis and review and a maximum of 8 hours 
of testimony. 
NOW THEREFORE, defense requests an order appointing Pamela 
Marcum as a member of the defense team for review and analysis and 
required testimony concerning the Fruitland Police Department's 
Dated th is _..1...-_ 
Nancy . allahan 
Attorneys for Defendant 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF FORENSIC EXPERT, 
PAMELA MARCUM AS MEMBER OF DEFENSE TEAM - PAGE 2 
Jill 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES that on this day 
of April 2008, I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing legal 
document to be served upon the individual named below in the 
manner indicated: 
[ ] HAND DELIVERY 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
Payette County Courthouse 
1130 3rd Avenue North, Room 105 
Payette, Idaho 83661-2473 
Facsimile: (208) 642-6099 
Dee McFadden 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF FORENSIC EXPERT, 
PAMELA MARCUM AS MEMBER OF DEFENSE TEAM -~PAGE 3 
III ~ 
PAMELA J. MARCUM 
FORENSIC SCIENTIST 
1003 STRAWBERRY LANE 
BOISE, 10 83712 
2083841715 
1 
PROFILE: Dedicated forensic analyst/scientist with 32-year proven track record, 
mostly with the Idaho Forensic Laboratory. Retired in 1999. Currently practice as 
an independent forensic scientist. Continue to explain complex 
forensic/scientific/medical results and concepts to attorneys, juries and 
investigators .. Provide expert, well received training to law enforcement, hospital 
emergency departments, rape crisis staff, and attorneys on sexual assault and 
death investigation. 
Part of a four- person team that developed a training DVD (2003) that is currently 
required for all Police Academy attendees, as well as their respective agencies, 
to further develop skills for sexual assault investigations. 
EXPERIENCE 
Forensic Consultant-1998 to present 
Major contributor to the "Collection and Preservation of Sexual Assault 
Evidence" for Idaho POST: State of Idaho Standardized Domestic Violence 
Curriculum. (2000) 
Taught numerous well-evaluated classes on Death Investigation and Sexual 
Assault for Idaho POST to Emergency Department Personnel, police officers, 
prosecutors, coroners, and child protection professionals. (2001) 
Presented Sexual Assault Evidence Class for First Responders to Montana 
EMS in Kalispell, MT, (September 2001 ) 
Presented, with other independent forensic scientists, a Forensic Academy 
(One and a half days) to the Oregon Criminal Defense Attorney's Annual 
Conference in Newport, OR. (April 2002) 
Consultant on homicide and sexual assault cases to the Lane County Public 
Defender, Eugene OR., Ada, Elmore Co. Public Defender's Office, Federal 
Public Defender's Office and several private attorneys. 
Have assisted numerous attorneys with post conviction relief cases 
POST Certified Instructor on Sexual Assault Investigation-Four classes per 
year to all Basic POST students (ongoing) 
111'7 1 
EXPERIENCE (CONTINUED) 
Presented training to the Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners (2006 and 2007) 
Certification Class 
Presented "Forensic Science Update-What Defenders Need to Know" at Sun 
Valley Annual Conference of Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers 
(IACDL)-Feb. 2007 
Regular contributor to "The Trumpet", the Newsletter of IACDL 
Lectured to "Stop the Violence Day" in Burley (2006) on Forensic Aspects of 
Sexual Assault 
Presented 8 hour Sexual Assault Investigation classes in Nampa, Lewiston 
and Driggs, ID (2006) 
Organized and presented a two day workshop at "Three Days in June" 
Conference on "Violent Crime in Rural Idaho: A Primer for First Responders" 
(2006) 
1998 to March, 2002-Child Mortality Review Team Consultant for the 
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, Division of Health. 
Duties included to summarize, organize and present child death cases (SIDS, 
motor vehicle, accidental, suicide, homicide, etc.) to the Idaho Child Review 
Mortality Team. 
Part-time Executive Director-1992 to 2002 (Mostly as a Volunteer) 
Manage a grass-roots, science-based conservation organization: hiring 
biologists and interns, budgeting, producing a newsletter, grant writing with 
successful monetary awards from numerous local, regional and national 
foundations. 
Principal Criminalist/Senior Criminalist-1974 to 1998 
Idaho Department of Law Enforcement (Now Idaho State Police)-Bureau of 
Forensic Services 
Managed sexual assault evidence program. Saw a need for assistance to 
hospitals on proper exam of the rape victim and developed a Sexual Assault 
Protocol for all hospitals in Idaho. Developed and distributed a free rape kit for 
all the hospitals to use. Testified in court numerous times on a variety of 
homicides and other violent crimes; trained officers and medical personnel in 
collection of evidence; acting lab manager in absence of supervisor. 
/1 ;lD 
2 
2 
Expert in forensic serology, drugs, hairs, fibers, crime scenes and blood 
spatter. Trained in older dot blot DNA procedure and attended training in new 
PCR/STR techniques. Retired before it was implemented at Forensic Lab. 
Previously involved in the blood and breath alcohol program. Attended 
numerous homicide crime scenes and autopsies. Worked on hundreds of 
sexual assault and homicide cases in my career. Extensive training through 
the FBI Academy and other specialized schools. 
Senior and Principal Microbiologist -1966 to1974 
Idaho Department of Health -Public health microbiology 
EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science Degree-1966 
University of Idaho, Major: Bacteriology 
Medical Technology Internship-1965 to 1966 
st. Luke's Hospital, Boise, 10 
Forensic Serology-6 graduate credits-1975 
University of Virginia, FBI Academy 
Molecular biology-1 graduate credit-1994 University of Nevada/Reno 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERSHIPS AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Past President of the Northwest Association of Forensic Scientists (NWAFS) 
Awarded Life Membership in NWAFS due to outstanding contributions 
Past President of Friends of Military Reserve Park, Boise, 10 
Member of Foothills Steering Committee, City of Boise 
Chairperson, Committee for Idaho's High Desert 
Served on original Idaho Board of Planned Parenthood 
Appointed to two years on Regional Advisory Committee for Bureau of Land 
Management, Boise District 
Volunteer guest lecturer for Council on Domestic Violence and Women's Crisis 
Center in Boise 
COMMUNICATION AND OTHER SKILLS 
Computer-PowerPoint, Word, Email, Internet 
Excellent verbal and written communication skills 
Ability to work independently and in a team environment 
Work well under pressure 
Excellent problem solving skills 
Grant writing experience and management 
Extensive experience in teaching, writing and explaining technical, scientific and 
complex subjects to a variety of audiences 
Updated September/07 
/ 1[;)./ 
3 
3 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: April 9, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 9:05 A.M.-1:47 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for the initial jury voir 
dire examination, present before the Honorable Gregory Culet 
were the above-named defendant, Callahan, Van Bishop 
and Rolf Kehne for the defense, and the tate f Idaho 
sented by Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor 
Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court welcomed the jurors and explained the procedure of 
the jury trial. 
The clerk took role call and noted absences: #56, #109, #130. 
The Court ordered an order to show cause be issued for the 
three jurors who were absent. 
The Court introduced the parties and explained the importance 
of jury duty service. 
The entire jury panel was duly sworn by the clerk. 
The Court advised the jurors of the dates scheduled for the 
trial and the time schedule once the trial begins. The Court 
admonished the jurors to not discuss the case with other 
jurors or anyone else. The jurors were advised to call the 
code-a-phone Friday April 11, before reporting Monday, April 
14, 2008. 
Court Minutes 1 /1 ;).;;l. 
The Court further advised the jurors to complete every answer 
in the questionnaire, sign, and return to the bailiff before 
leaving the courthouse. 
It was presented to the Court by the clerk that Juror #35 
provided proof of residence in Oregon. The Court excused 
Juror #35. 
Court was adj ourned at 9: 44 a. m. for the jurors to complete 
the questionnaire. 
April 9, 2008, Courtroom 3, Time: 10:19 a.m.- 10:49 a.m. 
Motion Hearing 
While the jurors were completing the questionnaires, the 
Court addressed motion hearings in courtroom 3. Present 
before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above-named 
defendant, Nancy Callahan, Van Bishop and Rolf Kehne for the 
defense, and the State of Idaho represented by Prosecutor 
Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. The 
motions before the Court were: State's Motion to Continue, 
and Defense Motion to Appoint Forensic Expert Pamela Marcum. 
L'1r. Lee re 
Friday, April 
the Fruitland 
evidence back 
ample time to 
was returned. 
sted the motion to cont be address on 
1 , 2008, at 2:30 p.m. Due to the fact that 
Police Department received four boxes of 
from the lab yesterday. There had not been 
review the contents to assure all the evidence 
It was so ordered by the Court to address the State's motion 
to continue on Friday, April 11, 2008. 
The Court added that a court reporter would not be available 
on April 11, 2008. Both counsel waived having a reporter 
present for the hearing. 
Mr. Bishop added that he and Mr. Lee would also be working on 
uncontested evidence that the parties can stipulate to prior 
to trial. Both attorneys were hopeful they could address 
that issue on Friday as well. 
The Court addressed the defense motion to appoint forensic 
expert Pamela Marcum. 
Mr. Bishop presented argument. 
Court Minutes 2 J 1:13 
Ms. Kelso responded and objected to the defense motion. 
The Court advised ruling would be reserved until Friday, 
April 11, 2008. 
Ms. Kelso advised she noticed one of the jurors while being 
placed under oath did not raise her right hand. So noted by 
the Court and advised it was probably due to religious 
beliefs. 
The Court reviewed the voir dire introduction that would be 
done on April 14, 2008. 
There was some discussion as to how long each side would need 
to examine the jurors. 
The Court advised he would start with the time frame of three 
hours for the state and two hours for the defense. 
There was some discussion about the juror numbers and seating 
chart for counsel and the Court to use. 
Court was adjourned at 10:49 a.m 
April 9, 2008, Courtroom #1, Time: 1:07 p.m.-l:47 p.m. 
Second Phase of Initial Jury Voir Dire. 
The Court welcomed the jurors and explained the procedure of 
the jury trial. 
The clerk took role call and noted absences: #224, #227. 
The Court ordered an order to show cause be issued for the 
three jurors who were absent. 
The Court introduced the parties and explained the importance 
of jury duty service. 
The entire jury panel was duly sworn by the clerk. 
The Court advised the jurors of the dates scheduled for the 
trial and the time schedule once the trial begins. The Court 
admonished the jurors to not discuss the case with other 
jurors or anyone else. The jurors were advised to call the 
code-a-phone Friday April 11, before reporting Monday, April 
14, 2008. 
Court Minu~es 3 II :;.4 
The Court further advised the jurors to complete every answer 
in the questionnaire, sign, and return to the bailiff before 
leaving the courthouse. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
ressen, Clerk 
BY: 
o puty Clerk 
Court fVlinutes 4 /1~5 
Nancy L. Callahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
Rolf Kehne 
Idaho State Bar #2180 
LAw OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
10 1 Canal Street, 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
DEFENDANT'S RULE 16(c)(4) 
RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY -
EXPERT PAMELA MARCUM 
Defendant Hector B. Almaraz hereby further complies with 
discovery by providing information concerning Pamela Marcum and the 
testimony Defendant expects her to give. 
Defendant is required to disclose the Information discoverable 
under Rule 16( c)( 4) upon written request. The State has not 
specifically requested that information. The State did, however, file its 
"Motion to Compel or, in the Alternative, Motion in Limine to Exclude 
Defendant's Expert Witnesses." Defendant will treat that Motion as a 
specific request under Rule 16( c)( 4). 
Defendant's Rule J6(C)( 4) Response To Specific Request For DiscovelY - E.trert 
Witness Pamela Marcum - I - 0 R GIN A L 
/1 :)fp 
CAVEAT 
This response is written by defense counsel and not by 
Pamela Marcum. It is intended to provide fair notice of the opinions 
and the basis for those opinions upon which Pamela Marcum relies 
upon in making said opinions. The response as set forth below may 
not be exhaustive and Ms. Marcum may use different terms than those 
of counsel. 
OPINIONS 
Pamela Marcum will give opinions that the procedures and 
actions of the Fruitland Police Department during the initial 
investigation and investigation of this case were deficient and, in 
specific instances, below the minimum standards followed by law 
enforcement in the state of Idaho and other jurisdictions. She will 
address deficiencies during the initial response and scene containment, 
failure to collect and/ or destruction of forensic evidence, improper 
collection and storage of evidence 
Pamela Marcum will give opinions on the effects of the 
deficiencies she will describe on the search for truth and how those 
deficiencies have compromised Defendant Almaraz's ability to 
investigate and to test the case against him and how those deficiencies 
have hampered Mr. Almaraz's ability to defend himself. Pamela 
Marcum also will offer her opinions on the cumulative effects of the 
Defendant's Rule J6(C)(4J Response To Specific Request For DiscovelY - Expert 
Witness Pamela Marcum - 2-
/ /~7 
noted deficiencies: that neither the Defendant nor the State received 
an impartial investigation; that the cumulative deficiencies, errors and 
omissions in the initial investigation and ongoing investigation of this 
case have resulted in the loss and/or destruction of important or even 
critical evidence concerning the guilt or innocence of the defendant 
and avenues of potential investigation. The defense is at a grave 
disadvantage in conducting a proper investigation on behalf of the 
defendant Mr. Almaraz due to the failure to collect and preserve 
evidence. 
BASIS FOR OPINIONS 
Pamela Marcum bases her opinions on her review of the case 
file, video recordings, informal transcripts of audio recordings prepared 
by the defense and her training and experience as set forth on her CV 
previously provided to the state. 
Dated this 6ay of April, 2008. 
Nancy . allahan 
Attorne for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on this !!..!day of 
February 2008, I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Defendant's Rule J6(C)(4) Response To Specific Request For Discovery - Expert 
Witness Dean Muchow upon opposing counsel, the Payette County 
Prosecuting Attorney in the manner indicated below, and that if that 
manner is by U.S. Mail, that the copy was enclosed in an envelope, 
properly addressed, with sufficient first class postage affixed, and 
deposited in the United States Mail. 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 3rd Ave N, Rm 105 
Payette, ID 83661-2473 
~.Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
Via Facsimile 
( 98 642-6099 
I 
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101 Canal Street, 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
----------- ) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
ORDER APPOINTING 
FORENSIC EXPERT, 
PAMELA MARCUM AS 
MEMBER OF DEFENSE TEAM 
BASED UPON the Motion of Defense Counsel submitted herein, 
and, GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFORE, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER, that PAMELA 
MARCUM, 1003 Strawberry Lane, Boise, Idaho 83712 is hereby 
appointed as a defense expert and shall be compensated at the rate of 
$150.00 per hour for analysis, review and testimony. 
Dated this ,t day of April: J 
Ii egory M. Culet, F' D trict Court Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
MOTION FOR PAYMENT 
OF ATTORNEY FEES 
COMES NOW, NANCY L. CALLAHAN, the attorney of record for the above 
named Defendant and hereby moves this Honorable Court for payment of attorney fees 
incurred in representation of the above named Defendant in this matter. 
This Motion is made and based upon the files and records before the Court and 
the Affidavit submitted contemporaneously herewith. 
DATED this 1"'Jy day of Apri1200S. 
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BRIAN LEE 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
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Payette,ID 83661 By 
(208) 642-6096 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) Case No.: CR-2006-0001324 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF FORENSIC 
EXPERT, PAMELA MARCUM AS 
MEMBER OF DEFENSE TEAM 
~ inal I _________________________________ LLL-______ ~~~~~ ~ ______ ~ 
, Deputy 
COMES NOW, BRIAN LEE, Payette County Prosecuting Attorney, and objects 
to the defendant's Motion for Appointment of Forensic Expert proposing to appoint Pamela 
Marcum as an expert for the defense in this matter. The parties in this case stipulated to a 
Scheduling Order that provided that all experts would be disclosed by January 20,2008. While 
the parties have worked cooperatively with regard to that Scheduling Order and its limitations in 
an effort to ensure this matter is fully and fairly litigated, the state cannot stipulate to the addition 
of an expert witness at this time. There is not sufficient time remaining before the trial of this 
matter for the state to meet or speak with Ms. Marcum concerning her qualifications as a expert 
and how that information may be relevant to the trial. Further the state would not have any 
opportunity to seek additional rebuttal experts to meet Ms. Marcum's expertise should that be 
necessary. It is the State's understanding that Ms. Marcum has expertise in the area of police 
Objection to Motion for Appointment of Forensic Exp~rt I 
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procedures and the gathering of forensic evidence. The defense previously disclosed Dean 
Muchow as their expert with regard to police procedures. Seeking to change or add an expert at 
this time violates the courts order concerning disclosure and is unfairly prejudicial to the state. 
DATED this 11 th day of April, 
prosecut7 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the 11 th day of April, 2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the methodes) 
indicated below to the person(s) listed below: 
Van Bishop 
203 1 i h Ave. Rd. Suite B 
Nampa, Id. 83606 
465-5881 
Nancy Callahan 
1 01 Canal Street 
Emmett,ID. 83617 
365-1646 
Hand Deli very [g! U.S. Mail 0 
aniHo 
Legal Assistant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
COURT REPORTER: None 
DATE: April 11, 2008 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 3:07 P.M.-4:43 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for status conference, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above-
defendant, Callahan, Van Bishop and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The parties waived having a court reporter present for the 
hearing. 
The Court advised the parties had stipulated to excuse for 
cause a total of 15 jurors. Also, the Court excused Juror 
# 52 due to a letter received from him and a death in his 
family. The Court advised the jurors excused were: 52, 29, 
30, 33, 83 I 91, 94, 101, 139, 166, 168, 183, 188, 200, and 
276. Counsel concurred. 
The Court took up pending motions; defense motion for 
disclosure of evidence/exculpatory evidence and state motion 
to dismiss/motion to continue. 
As to the motion to dismiss/motion to continue, the Court 
advised the parties to proceed with the case as scheduled, 
the motion to dismiss/motion to continue would not be granted 
at the present time. 
The Court presented findings as to the defense motion for 
disclosure of evidence/exculpatory evidence. 
Court Minutes 1 
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Mr. Lee presented argument regarding the defense disclosing 
date of birth/social security numbers from the witnesses. 
Mr. Bishop responded. 
The Court continued its findings. 
Ms. Callahan presented argument regarding manuals at the 
Fruitland Police Department. Mr. Lee responded. 
Counsel stipulated to randomly draw seventy-one potential 
jurors. 
The clerk randomly drew; 123, 59, 86, 165, 184, 151, 114, 
181, 16, 243, 159, 108, 21, 240, 271, 88, 185, 253, 204, 98, 
79, 112, 103, 218, 197, 24, 17, 148, 163, 221, 254, 46, 73, 
266, 95, 100, 105, 26, 252, 170, 216, 93, 265, 217, 260, 278, 
158, 140, 235, 248, 207, 90, 23, 6, 214, 85, 78, 62, 135, 
201, 275, 115, 14, 274, 58, 234, 137, 45, 162, 228, and 110. 
The Court recessed at 4:01 p.m. and reconvened at 4:15 p.m. 
The Court addressed the defense motion to appoint expert 
Pamela Marcum. Mr. Kehne presented a The Court 
asked a que t on. Mr. Kehne re Mr. Lee re 
The Court ordered the defense expert witness, Pamela Marcum 
be appointed, however, would not permit her to be called as a 
witness yet. 
The Court further advised ruling would be made at a later 
time on the State's motion to dismiss/motion to continue. 
The Court advised it 
trial, the case was 
before, there were too 
case was two years old. 
had no intention of continuing the 
too big, it had been continued once 
many scheduling difficulties, and the 
The Court was adjourned at 4:43 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty 
BY: 
Court Minutes 2 
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BRIAN LEE 
Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North 
Room #105 
Payette, Id. 83661 
(208) 642-6096 
Fax: (208) 642-6099 
APR ~ 4 t;,,: J. 'L..J~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
Plaintiff, ) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF ANNE MARIE 
v. ) KELSO IN SUPPORT OF THE 
) STATE'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) WITHOUT PREJUDICE, OR IN THE 
) ALTER~ATIVE, MOTION TO 
Defendant. ) RECONSIDER MOTION TO 
) CONTINUE 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss 
County of Payette ) 
Anne-Marie Kelso, the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. On or about April 2, 2008, the parties met telephonically to discuss the final juror 
questionnaire. At that time, defense attorney Nancy Callahan informed the State that a 
new expert, Pam Marcum would be testifying. The State advised it had not been notified 
of Ms. Marcum or her qualifications and Ms. Callahan noted that such infornlation would 
be forthcoming. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ANNE MARIE KELSO-l 1l3<g 
2. On or about April 9,2008, the Defendant filed a Motion to Appoint Pamela Marcum. 
The motion stated that the purpose of Ms. Marcum's testimony was financial only, and 
her testimony would replace that of Dean Muchow. 
3. On or about April 11,2008, the Defense presented additional argument for appointment 
of Pamela Marcum. It was only at that time that the Defense revealed that Ms. Marcum 
would testify in detail regarding blood splatter. Despite the Defendant's late disclosure 
of Pamela Marcum, and even later disclosure of the specific testimony of Pamela 
Marcum, the judge granted the appointment. 
4. As oftoday's date, the trial judge has not ruled upon whether Ms. Marcum's testimony 
will be admissible at trial. It is impossible for the State to adequately prepare and/or find 
a rebuttal witness as jury selection is to start on today's date and presentation of evidence 
is set to begin April 21, 2008. At this stage of the trial, all of the State's resources are 
consumed and the State does not have the ability to respond to this expert. It is unfair 
and prejudicial to the people of the State of Idaho to allow a previously undisclosed 
expert to testify without rebuttal or adequate preparation of the State. 
5. Double jeopardy has not attached and the Defendant's due process rights will not be 
compromised by such dismissal as set for in State v. Santa 135 Idaho 58 (2000) and State 
v. Averett 142 Idaho 879 (2006), respectivel! 
I 
DA TED this 14th day of Apdl, 
\ 
e- ane Kelso 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Not ublic for Idahf\ v I 
Residing at: \vtw vllf\liltn 
My Commission Expires: 
~--11 ~7D!I 
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BRIAN LEE 
Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North 
Room #105 
Payette, Id. 83661 
(208) 642-6096 
Fax: (208) 642-6099 
, 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) MOTION TO DISMISS WITHOUT 
) PREJUDICE, OR IN THE 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) AL TERNATIVE, A MOTION TO 
) RECONSIDER MOTION TO 
Defendant. ) CONTINUE 
) 
) 
COME NOW, Brian Lee, Prosecuting Attorney, and moves the Court for its 
Order dismissing the above referenced matter without prejudice by and for the reason the 
Defendant disclosed an expert witness providing only a brief explanation of the proposed 
expert's testimony and use, on the 11 th day of April, 2008, and while the trial court has not ruled 
as to whether said testimony shall be admissible, the state cannot at this stage respond to the 
appointment. In the alternative, the State requests a continuance to adequately prepare the 
matter for trial in response to Defendant's late disclosure. This Motion is supported by the 
Affidavit of Anne Marie Kelso, filed concurrently herewith. 
/ 
DATED this 14th day of April{20 8. 
Bria ee 
Prosecuting Attorney 
II 'to 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: Laura Whiting 
DATE: April 14, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
-vs-
COURT MINUTES 
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Time: 9:32 A.M.-S:01 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for juror 
examination, present before the Honorable Gregory 
the above-named defendant, Nancy Callahan, Van 
Rolf Kehne for the defense, and the State 
represented by Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy 
Anne Marie Kelso. 
voir 
Culet 
Bi 
of 
dire 
were 
and 
Idaho 
Prosecutor 
The Court welcomed the jury panel, counsel stipulated to 
waive role call of jury panel. 
The Court discussed with juror #184 that her aunt is dying 
and the family was being called in. The Court excused juror 
# 18 4. The Court called # 170, who was not present in the 
courtroom. 
The clerk took role call of the jurors, noting #170 was the 
only juror not present. The Court ordered an order to show 
cause be issued for juror #170. 
The Court advised counsel stipulated to excuse #85 and #17, 
it was so ordered to excuse juror #85 and #17. Juror #93 
took the seat of #17. 
Further, the Court discussed with #266, that the proceeding 
may be finished by 2:30 p.m. today to allow him to go to a 
job erview. 
Court Minutes April 14, 2008 - 1 -
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The Court reminded the jurors of the oath taken previously 
and explained the process of the voir dire examination. 
Further, the Court introduced the court staff, attorneys, and 
defendant. The Court read the complaint to the jurors of 
defendant's charges and explained the different peremptory 
challenges. 
The Court began the initial voir dire questions of the 
jurors. 
The Court excused 204 for cause and 265 took seat of that 
juror. The Court asked the same questions of juror 265. 
The Court continued voir dire of the entire jury panel. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recess was taken at 10:28 a.m. 
C1.erk minute entry: The Court met wi th counsel in chambers 
regarding juror #140 currently being present. Mr. Lee 
requested the juror be moved to the end of the jury list. 
Mr. Bishop requested the juror be placed as the next juror to 
be called after someone was excused. 
The Court ruled that juror #140 be a at the of the 
jury list and the previously ordered order to show cause be 
quashed. 
The Court reconvened at 10:48 a.m. with the Court continuing 
voir dire examination. 
The State's examination of the jurors was conducted by Ms. 
Kelso. 
In answer to one of Ms. Kelso's 
and 159, indicated they would 
defendant a fair trial. Counsel 
Court reserved further inquiry of 
question, juror #216, 
not be able to give 
approached the bench. 
those jurors. 
243, 
the 
The 
The State's examination of the jurors continued with Mr. Lee 
asking questions. 
The jurors were reminded of their admonishment and the Court 
recessed at 12:00. Jurors 243, 159, 216, were individually 
questioned by the Court and counsel. After some discussion, 
the Court excused juror 243, 159, and 216. 
Court Minutes April 14, 2008 - 2 
Clerk minute entry: The Court met wi th counsel in chambers 
regarding juror #23 who called Payette County dispatch while 
on 1 unch had horses out and will be la te returning. He was 
not one of the selected jurors for voir dire examina tion . 
Further, the parties discussed #266 being excused to go to 
his job interview and return as soon as possible. The clerk 
advised the bailiff and the juror of that information. 
The Court reconvened at 1: 23 p. m. with all parties present 
and jurors appropriately seated except juror 23 and 266. 
The Court explained this was a very complex 
parties have prepared for this day for a 
case and the 
long time, 
therefore, only previously arranged situations or 
appointments would any jurors be excused. 
The Court called 217 to replace 216, 260 to replace 243, and 
278 to replace 159. 
The Court asked the initial voir dire questions of the three 
recently selected jurors. 
Mr. Lee 
cont 
continued examination of the jurors. Ms. Kelso 
with iona examination of the jurors. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and a 
recess was taken at 2:34 p.m. 
Clerk minute entry: The Court met wi th counsel, defendant, 
court reporter, and juror 148 in chambers for individual voir 
dire of the juror. Juror 148 explained the reasons why he 
would be unable to give the defendant a fair trial. Mr. Lee 
and Mr. Bishop inquired of the juror. The Court excused 
juror 148 from serving on jury duty. It was further noted 
that juror 266 had returned and was currently present in the 
courtroom. 
The Court reconvened at 2:50 p.m. 
The Court called juror 158 to replace juror 148. 
was asked the initial questions by the Court. 
Mr. Lee continued with examination of the jurors. 
Juror 148 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 4:10 p.m. 
Court Minutes April 14, 2008 - 3 -
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The Court reconvened at 4:26 p.m. 
Mr. Bishop proceeded with the defense voir dire examination 
of the jurors. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
thanked them for their patience. All jurors were ordered to 
return tomorrow, April 15, 2008, at 9:00 a.m. 
The Court was adjourned at 5:01 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty J. Clerk 
BY: 
Court Minutes April 14, 2008 - 4 -
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: Debora Kreidler 
DATE: April 15, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 9:07 A.M.-4:15 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for individual juror voir 
dire, present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the 
above-named defendant, Callahan, Van shop and Rolf 
Kehne the de fens , and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court 
information 
juror #135. 
welcomed 
from the 
the jurors and advised, 
bailiff that all were 
based 
present 
on the 
except 
Mr. Bishop began voir dire examination of the jury panel. 
9: 08 a.m. juror #135 was present in the courtroom, so noted 
by the Court. 
Mr. Bishop continued his examination. 
voir dire examination of the jurors. 
voir dire examination of the jurors. 
Ms. Callahan presented 
Mr. Kehne presented 
The Court had several questions to clarify answers of various 
jurors. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and a 
recess was taken at 10:28 a.m. 
Court Minutes April 15, 2008 - 1 -
C~erk minute entry: Counsel met in chambers and discussed 
individual voir dire examination of certain jurors. It was 
decided to reserve those examinations until later in the day. 
The Court reconvened at 10:54 a.m. 
Mr. Kehne continued with voir dire examination of the jurors. 
The Court had counsel approach the bench and had a private 
discussion regarding individual voir dire examination. 
The Court explained to the jury panel what individual voir 
dire examination means. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
excused the jurors for a recess at 11:09 a.m., except juror 
151, 88, 103, 93, 266, and 185. 
C~erk minute entry: 11:15 a.m. The Court met with counsel, 
defendant, court reporter, and juror 151 in courtroom 3 for 
indi vidual voir dire examina tion. Juror 151 explained his 
concerns about serving as a juror. Mr. Bishop and Mr. Lee 
inquired of the juror. The Court red of juror / 
followed Mr. Bi ' s follow-up questioning. Juror 151 
was returned the courtroom. 
Juror 88 was called and examined by Mr. Bishop and Mr. Lee. 
The Court made inquiry of the juror. Juror 88 was returned 
to the courtroom. 
Juror 103 was called and examined by Mr. Bishop and Mr. Lee, 
followed by the Court's examina tion. Juror 103 was called 
and examined by Mr. Bishop. Mr. Lee had no questions of 
juror 103. Juror 103 was returned to the courtroom. 
Juror 93 was brought into the courtroom and examined by Mr. 
Bishop. Mr. Lee had no questions. Juror 93 was returned to 
the courtroom. 
Juror 266 was brought into the courtroom and examined by Mr. 
Bishop. Mr. Lee had no questions of the juror. Juror 266 
was returned to the courtroom. 
The parties agreed to not call juror 185 for individual 
examination. 
Court Minutes April 15, 2008 - 2 -
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Counsel stipulated to excuse juror 253, so ordered by the 
Court. 
Mr. Lee moved to remove juror 88 for cause, Mr. Bishop 
responded, and the Court excused juror 88 for cause. 
Mr. Lee moved to remove juror 197 for cause, Mr. Bishop 
responded, and the Court excused juror 197 for cause. 
Ms. Kelso expressed her concern regarding juror 100's prior 
criminal history. The Court referred to the statute and 
advised there was no basis to excuse the juror. 
Mr. Bishop presented argument to excuse juror 151, the State 
was in agreement, and the Court excused juror 151 for cause. 
Counsel discussed concerns about several 
the concerns were noted by the Court, 
excuse the jurors for cause. 
of the jurors. All 
bu t no grounds to 
The Court recessed at 12:01 in courtroom 3. 
The Court reconvened at 12:03 p.m. in courtroom 1. 
The Court announced that juror 151, 88, 253, and 197, be 
excused for cause. The Court reminded the jurors of t ir 
admonishment and recessed at 12:06 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 1:27 p.m. 
The Court called juror 140 to replace 151, 235 for 88, 248 
for 253, and 207 for 197. Further, the Court advised a 
message was relayed from juror 163 to the bailiff of 
something that happened while she was at lunch. The Court 
advised the jury panel that the issue would be taken up in 
courtroom 3. (The clerk failed to stop the audio recording 
during the time:l:30 1:35 p.m.) 
C1.erk minute entry: 1 :30 p.m. The Court met with counsel, 
defendant, court reporter, and juror 163 in courtroom 3 for 
indi vidual voir dire examina tion. Juror 163 explained wha t 
contact she had during the lunch hour. Nei ther counsel had 
inquiry of the juror. Juror 163 was returned to the 
courtroom. The parties discussed the contact juror 163 had 
during 1 unch and the connection Ms. Kelso had wi th the same 
people who had that contact with juror 163. The Court ruled 
there was no reason to excuse the juror. 
Court Minutes April 15, 2008 - 3 -
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The Court reconvened at 1:35 p.m. and explained for the 
record that the audio did not get turned off during the 
time of the individual voir dire. 
The Court inquired of juror 140, 235, 248, and 207. The 
State inquired of those jurors, followed by Mr. Bishop and 
Mr. Kehne. 
Counsel approached the bench. 
The Court advised individual examination was necessary of 
juror 140 and 207. The Court praised juror 163 and 140 of 
how they handled the problems. 
The Court reminded the jury panel of their admonishment and 
recessed at 2:16. 
Clerk mdnute entry: 2:17 p.m. The Court met with counsel, 
defendant, court reporter, and juror 140 in courtroom 3 for 
individual voir dire examination. Juror 140 explained what 
concerns she had serving as a juror. No questions by either 
counsel. Juror 140 was returned to the courtroom. 
The Court ordered juror 140 be excused for cause. Counsel 
stipulated to excuse 207 for cause, it was so ordered by the 
Court. The clerk advised the bailiff and two jurors. 
The Court and counsel discussed the procedure of excusing the 
remaining jurors before the peremptory challenges begin of 
the remaining 39 jurors. 
The Court reconvened at 2:27 p.m., defense counsel was not 
present. At 2:33 p.m. all parties were present and the Court 
excused juror 140 and 207 for cause. 
The Court called juror 90 to replace 140, and 23 to replace 
207. 
The Court asked the initial voir dire questions of juror 90 
and 23. The State inquired of those jurors, followed by Mr. 
Bishop and Mr. Kehne. 
Counsel approached the bench and had a discussion with the 
Court. 
The Court inquired of the entire jury panel if any of their 
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previous answers have changed since they have had time to 
think about it. No response by any juror. 
The Court explained the process of the peremptory 
challenges and excused the remaining 19 jurors who had not 
been drawn. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 3:08 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 3:35 p.m. 
The Court advised counsel would begin their peremptory 
challenges. The twelve peremptory challenges were taken up 
by counsel. 
State 1; 165, Defense 1; 86, State 2; 271, Defense 2; 103, 
State 3; 240, Defense 3; 93, State 4 ; 185, Defense 4; 266, 
State 5; 235, Defense 5; 217, State 6; 21, Defense 6; 254, 
State 7; 265, Defense 7 ; 260, State 8 ; 112, Defense 8; 163, 
State 9; 23, Defense 9; 59, State 10; 100, Defense 10; 24, 
State 11; 95, Defense 11; 16, State 12; 114, Defense 12; 
252. 
The Court reviewed he peremptory chal enges. 
The Court announced the selected jurors; 123, 90, 181, 278, 
108, 248, 98, 79, 218, 158, 221, 46, 73, 105, and 26. 
The Court thanked all the jurors, excused the remaining 
jurors, and advised the selected jurors to call the code-a-
phone after 5:00 p.m. on Friday, April 18, 2008, to confirm 
the reporting on Monday, April 21, 2008, at 8:30 a.m. 
Further, the Court advised the selected jurors would be 
sworn in on Monday, April 21, 2008. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 4:08 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 4:12 p.m. without the jurors 
present. 
The parties discussed the motion regarding appointing 
Pamela Marcum. Mr. Kehne requested a recess to call Ms. 
Marcum. 
The Court recessed at 4:15 p.m. 
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ll'io, 
Clerk minute entry: in chambers Mr. Kehne advised he would 
fax or email a synopsis of what the witness would testify 
to to the prosecutor. The Court ordered a telephone 
hearing be scheduled for Thursday, April 17, 2008, at noon. 
All parties returned the jury questionnaires to the clerk. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty J. Dressen, Clerk 
BY: 
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1,150 
